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THE COLONIAL ERA

By HERBERT APTHEKER
volume, Dr. Aptheker presents a profound
Nlarxist study of the essential elements composing the formative decades of the American nation, with special focus
on the role, aims and efforts of the masses of people-white,
Negro, and Indian. The colonial relationship is brought out
both in terms of colonizers and colonists, and in the context
of the European heritage as it was transformed by the
hard realities of life in the New World. Political, economic
and ideological developments are analyzed within the whole
structure of constant historical movement, and the people's
participation in this movement appraised.
In this way, fresh insights are offered into such signiflcant events as Bacon's Insurrection in Virginia, Leisler,s
Revolt in New York, the trial of John Peter Zenger, and,
the heresies of Roger Williams and Anne Hutchinson. The
reader is brought a more meaningful interpretation of the
witch hunts in Massachusetts, the "Parson,s Cause', in
Virginia, the "Great Awakening" throughout the colonies.
Convinced of the validity of the Marxist outlook, Dr.
Aptheker shows the class struggle, both within the colonies
and integral to the colonial relationship with England, as
the fundamental dynamic of the period. THE COLONIAL
ERA, while complete and independent in itself, is the first
in a multi-volumed effort in which the author seeks to
illuminate the entire sweep of the formation, development
and growth of the United States by re-examining it from
the viewpoint of historical rnaterialism. In addition to its
ten chapters, the new volume contains Reference Notes, a
Bibliography, and Index.
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The Economic Recouery

in the U.S.

By Hyman Lumer
production rose more than twice as
much as that of non-durables; however, by May the former had barely

Glowing economic predictions are
once again in order. The recession,
say the economic analysts and the
spokesmen of big business generally,
is a thing of the past. RecoverY is
general and complete, and a fresh
boom is under way. Once more, the
economy has proved itself imPregnable to severe crisis.
To be sure, the economy has recovered from its recent slump. Upon
sober examination, however, the
economic picture proves to be somewhat less glowing than that painted
by these observers. In the following
pages, we undertake an examination
of the extent and nature of the recovery which has taken place.

regained the pre-depression high,
while the latter (which had fallen
relatively little) had substantially
surpassed it. The gross national
product, having declined from an
annual rate of $453.7 billion in the
second quarter of ry57 to a low o[
$427 billion in the first quarter of
1958, rose to a new high of $+h i"
the first three months of this year.
In the basic industries, the rise was
especially pronounced. Auto production increased by about one-third,
and in May, r95g was running at a
yearly rate of close to 6 million cars,
approximating the rg57 output. The
steel industry was operating at nearEXTENT OF RECOVERY
ly gZ% of capacity, compared to less
than 5o/o a year earlier. Output for
From a low of rz6 in APril, 1958, the first five months of r9r59 was
the Federal Reserve Board index of 53.4 million tons, 74/o above thc
industrial production rose to ryz by same period in 1958.
New construction increased nearMay of this year-six points above
peak reached in ly fi/o between April, 1958 and
the- oredepression 'Durable
gmds April, rggg and housing starts were
DecJmber,^ 1956.
I
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up more than 38/o, both reaching
new peaks. Commercial and residential building were well above the
1958 level. Only industrial construction remained in the doldrums, although a rising volume of contract
awards indicated that this, too,
would soon increase.

These developments have been accompanied by a steady rise in per-

sonal income to new record levels.

At the same time, consumer prices,

after a prolonged climbs have remained fairly steady for the past
year. Real per capita disposable income rose to a yearly rate of $rr8r8
in the fust quarter of this year, only

THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY IN

UNEMPLOYMEFTT HANGS ON

Still less impressive is the trend in
employment.

In

fact, one

of

the

most striking features of the current economic picture is t}re persistence of a relatively high rate of job'
Iessness.

At

the bottom of the decline in
1958, the number of unemployed was officially estimated at 5.r
million or 7.5/o of the labor force,
allowing for seasonal factors. By
May of this year, despite the recovery in production, it had fallen only
to 3.4 million or 4.9/o of the labor
force, as against a rate of. 4.r/o in
May, ry57. This represents a significant lag in reduction of unemploy-

April,

slightly below the 1957 peak. And
real net spendable weekly earnings
in manufacturing, after falling be- ment.
The extent of this lag is not fully
tween 1956 and 1958, have increased
during the past year by g/o-a rise revealed by the official statistics.
due principally to increased weekly Thus, the United Steelworkers reported in |une that its due payments
hours of work.
In these areas, the degree of recov- under checkoff contracts were still
ery has been truly impressive. Less 3oqooo below the pre-depression
impressive, however, has been the peak of r,25qooo. The UAW retrend in agriculture. Net farm in- ported an equal drop in its membercome, which had been falling since ship.
Equally noteworthy is the growth
r95r, showed an increase from $ro.8
billion in ry57 to $r3.r billion in in the number of "distressed areas."
1958, when the rest of the economy In May, 1957, of the r49 maior inwas on the downgrade. And rising dustrial areas regularly surveyed by
prices for a number of farm prod- the Department of Labor, therc
ucts pushed the parity ratio up to were 2r with more than 6% of the
87 in the early part of 1958. But this labor force out of work. By May,
year farm income has declined some- 1958, the number had jumped to
what, and a reversal of price trends 86. A year later, in spite of the rehas lowered the parity ratio to an covery, there were still 60 in exaverage of 8z
months of 1959.

in the first four

istence. Included in these were not
only the chronically blighted areas-

U.S.

coal mining and textile-but also they rose 4/o to reach an annual
such a national auto center as De- rate of $r4.3 billion.
Some of the export decline was
troit, and major centers of steel
production. In addition, there were due to the disappearance of certain
in May, r7z smaller industrial cen- special factors, such as the closing of
ters with unemployment exceeding the Suez Canal in early ry57, which
6/o, an actual increase over May, boosted the demand for American
exports. This was not, howeyer, the
r958.
Among Negro workers, the rate maln cause.
Chief among the reasons for the
of unemployment is officially estimated as being approximately twice
that among white workers, although

decline is the completion.of the pose

declining unemployment, this ratio
has tended to increase-a reflection
of .the greater lag in rehiring of Negroes and an indication of the relative worsening of their economic
situation in the period of recovery.

the productive capacity of the Western European countries to the point
where they are much less dependent than before on imports of capital goods and other manufactures
from this country. In fact, they are
able, thanks to modernization and
increased efficiency of production, to

war economic reconstruction in
in many of the big industrial cen- Europe and the extended boom of
ters it has been much higher. With recent years, which has expanded

compete more successfuly with
American products in a growing
number of fields.
An added factor in reducing
An important feature of the econ- Amercian exports to these countries
omic slump was a marked drop in is the recent European recession.
exports. Frorn $r9.5 billion ir ry57, This, however, has turned out to be
these fell to $16.3 billion in 1958, a a very mild one. After some dedecrease of more than 16%. This clines in 1958, production has bedecline has continued; in the first gun, tho,ugh slowly and unevenly, to
quarter of. ry59 the volume of com- flse agaln.
mercial exports was 6/o lower than . Another major cause of the drop
in the same part of 1958. And the in exports is the crisis in the raw
oudook is for litde if any pickup materials-producing countries, where
the drop in the prices of the primary
during the rest of. ry59
At the same time, imports have commodities which they export has
risen. In 1958, these totalled $r3 bil- compelled them to reduce imports.
lion, only slightly less than in ry57. This crisis has been a seyere one,
But in the first quarter of this year from which these countries are bare-

THE DECLINE IN FOREIGN
TRADE
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ly beginning to

recuperate.

Of

this,

the United Nations World Economic
Suruey, i958 (Columbia Univ. Press,
$3) writes:
One

of the most disturbing

aspects
downturn is

of the recent industrial
that it has once again highlightcd

the

vulnerability of under-developed countries to even moderate shifts in world
Though the
cconomic activity.
tcal volume of net imports of primary

of trade ran against the United
States

by nearly $5oo million.*

THE E)(PORT OF IOBS
American manufacturers have reacted to the increased competition
from foreign manufactures_ by step

ping up

investment in foreignowned plants and the building of
branch plants in Europe- and elsecommodities into the industrial areas where. This is reflected in a conwas barely affectcd, the sensitivity of siderable growth in United States
commodity markcts to the changing investments in Western Europe,
economic climate in the major buying which have increased z/z times becountries was sufrcicnt to reduce prices tween r95o and 1959.
and export earnings of the under-deThis practice enables American
velopcd countries by 7 to 8Vo from firms both to get around import re.
mid-t957 to mid-r958. This drop, rein- strictions and duties
and to co.mpete
forced by a continuing, albeit slight,
on more favorable terms with the
rise in the import prices of manufactured goods in the face of the indus- domestically-owned firms in the
trial reccssion, represents a loss in im- countries in question. In this counport capacity equivalent to about six un it results in a decline in thc
years' Iending to thc under-developed production of goods for export on
countries by the International Bank for the one hand, and a rise in the alReconstruction and Development at ready high proportion of imports
emanating from American-owned
ryS6.rg5? r^tes.
subsidiaries and branch plants
The changed import-export bal- abroad. Of this, U. S. Neuts and
ance has resulted in a sharp decline World Report wrote (December 26,
in the export surplus which the 1958) :
United States has enjoyed for a
number of years. For total commer- -ITf,"
of gold ftoo ttrc Unitcd Stetcr
cial exports, the surplus in the first duing theoutfiow
pst y€ar, a tcrusal of the pteviout
is duc only ia pan to thc drop in cxpoto
quartei of 1959 was $z7r million, trend,
relative to imports. According to a sody bl
less than one-third of that in the drc Ncw York ecmomist B, I'{. Berostcin (ro
iu the Nru Yorh Timet of Junc I,
Dorted
corresponding part of 1958. And ac- 1959), this stems pdmily from chct cruscr,
mong
thsc ere: e growth of Amcricra
Chicf
cording to Barron's (May, 1959), if foreicn investmena.
which rose from about fl.3
in
l9)0
o e ycatly rvetegc of rbon 13
billion
paid-for
merchandise
we count only
period
the
7956-J8i end r risc of
billion in
government crlrnditurcr rnd Snatr rbrold
and exclude such items as the give- oal
frm 14.7 billion io r9r0 to f8.l billioo ia
away of farm surpluses, the balance 1958.

European-based subsidiaries of U. S.
firms are sending office equipment,
earth movers, even ordilary electric
irons back to the U. S. for sale. An

*TTI

American elevator
$ t
tricate parts made in plants overseas
^r""t
and shipped back. An "rilrlir*.,

,"*;";il;;:-i;;
abroad.

.o-p"oj,'does the
are lower

While exports of American

carlr

have drastically declined and are expected to totai only roo,ooo cars in

i959, imports of 'small cars have
r(-y-ro.t.tia in the past few years.

; I.

-

Ameri|':i:-fi', in:'-:::?,::.the
c'Irrrnarket
1955' they jumped to

432qoo o1 O% of the- market in
1958, and are expected to exceed

of Pl':::: lPhl^'*-9'::'-r:::

commenting on the reacrion
ot tne Amerrcan marl<et
the London iund.ay Erpress to the :-1$, in"tt
fooding or British
i,:Itt*"?ti::::X"p::d]':g
^
Amerlcan
manuracturers at the cxfacucts o]i American-controlled
pense
.
of
domestic production-and
t
torres rn Sntaln, tne sarne maga- '. .,
of iobs of American
,ir,. ,t"t.d ()anuary ,z)lgsg>'i--"-

-";[:;;;y;;: f']

il":t:r::n*se

To be sure, the Big Three plan to
-1small models this fall' But
frightening ,r.rra, u..r,ii."i
lI:**
designed to compete most
."
il'ri"i".
e*.ri."r, r,.ia
lit::..'*
not.
directly
with the smaller im'
a difierent reason,;;;; ;ilk
For
-irGni."i"g
ports,
but
the somewha! brg=
with
it rri for the American
"workTng**l fobs are going overseas. American-made Rambler and T ark,
which have captured l% of the
domestic
market.
are
especially
These developments
marked in the auto industry. The In the steel industry, there has
top American companies have for also been a rise in imports accomyeirs been building branch plants panied !y a drop in exports. Imports
overseas. They have also acquired rose 45% in 1958 to a total ot t7
partial or complete control of a fnillion tons, and some p,roducfts
number of European companies (for have captured a significant part of
example, General Motors' outright the American market (nails, oncowneiship of Opel in Germany and third, barbed wire, one-half).
Vauxhalf in Britain). In recent American steel companies have
years, with the growing market for sought to use this as propaganda
the small European models, the against wage increases, arguing that
process has been accelerated and excessively high wages here are pricAmerican firms have increasingly ing American steel out of the mardevoted themselves to supplying ket in favor of the cheaper foreign
this market, both here and abroad, products. However, total imports
with the products of their foreign are still less than z/o of Amerlcan
steel output, hardly enough to be a
subsidiariei and affiliates.

.r. Sunday
d , Express,
r "
rs 3
thrs
To thc
"irrai.",.l

;;?;G

-...
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major factor in current unemployment in the industry. And though
ryeel exports fell ir% last yrZr,
these also comprise a small share of

in

THE ECONOMIC RECOVERY IN

easing the crisis, but they do not

alone account for the repovLry. The
role of increased government'spend-

ing-and its limitations-has been
total outp*-4/o in rg57 and dealt with in a previous article
('Thl Economic Outlook Today,"
3.2/o in ry98.
In general, the crisis has con- lolltical Affairs, ]anuary, rySil.
tributed to the sharpening of com- Suffice it to point out here thai-ihe

petition and rivalries among

the

leading capitalist countries and has
stimulated the penetration of the
economies of other capitalist countries by American monopoly capital.

AFL-CIO analysis omirs one irem
category which outweighs
any of the others, namely the impressive increases in military outlays

in this

during this period. This remains the

For American workers, the run- main "anti-crisis" measure.
away shop evil is emerging on a
Another important factor was the
new level, and the question of for- stimulus to housing construction

eign trade and iobs is being
with increasing sharpness.
WHY THE UPTURNT

posed

through easier credit and increased

availability of mortgage money. As
a result, mortgage debt rose nearly
$io.5 billion drrring 1958, compared

The factors responsible for the with a rise of only 96.5 billion in
timing and speed of the recovery consumer disposable income. Alone
merit detailed analysis. Here we can with this, consumer credit, which inl
only touch on some of the main creased only slightly in 1958, has
ones.
leggn g grow much more rapidly.
The AFL-CIO, in the November, In the first four months ot
ryj9, in1958 issue of Economic Trends and stalment debt rose nearly
$r.1Lillion
Outloofr, gives as the main reasons:

a) union strength which

and non-instalment debt

-another

million. This presages an upto r955's recordsomething which was iegarded as
made up part of the income lost quite unlikely a year ago.
through unemployment; c) ConAnother factor which contributed
gressional measures providing more materially to the recovery was the
money for mortgage supports, un- extreme mildness of the decline in
employment compensation, road the Western European economies.
bu,ilding, federal pay hikes and And no doubt the reverse trend in
other purposes; d) increased stare farm income at the time of the de,rrq .local government spending; cline in industrial output helped
,"d .) an eased mgney supply-. somewhat to lessen the iegree and
These were undoubtedly factors duration of the slump.
helped

keep consumer incomes strong; b)
unemployment compensation which

A basic stimulus to expansion of
production is the big increase in
profits during the past year. From
an annual rate of $23.o billion in the
first quarter of ry57, net corporate
profits after taxes fell to $r5.5 billion in the first quarter of 1958. By
the final quarter, however, they had
grown to a yearly rate of $22.4 billion. The increase is continuing in
1959, with official estimates of pre
tax profits of $5o billion for the year,
37/o above 1958. This represents an
imposing growth in profit rates.
A rise in the rate of profit is, of
course, a fedture of periods of economic recovery generally. What is important is the specific factors underIying the present increase, among
them such things as the high degree
of rationalization and speedup
achieved during the decline, as well
as the ability of monopoly capital to
depress the prices of raw materials
which has been noted above. These
merit further

examination.

to the 1955 figure of rr7 million tons.
Also indicative was the forecast of
L. L. Colbert, president of Chrysler

that 1959 would see
of 6 million cars, including half
a million imported vehicles. This
compares favorably with 1957; however, it falls considerably short of
the record of some 8 million cars in
1955. In all other major industries,
marked increases over r95B were
predicted, and in a number of them
new production records were exCorporation,
sales

pected.

Generally, business

spokesmen

and economists forecast a rise in the
economy continuing well into 196o

and even into ry&. Included in
such forecasts, however, is the definite expectation of a slowdown in
the third quarter of. ry5g. This is
based in large measure on the fact
that steel production, bolstered in
the first half of the year by extensive inventory building in anticipation of a strike, is virtually certain

to

decrease after midyear, whether
materializes.

THE IMMEDIATE OUTLOOK

or not the strike

In late April, the National Industrial Conference Board held its an-

expected to slow down as sales of
1959 models taper ofi later in the
year and preparations for the
changeover to the 196o models begin. This expectation is strength-

$389

surge comparable

U.S.

nual meeting: a gathering at which

Similarly, auto production can

be

top representatives of big business
offer their economic forecasts. Indicative of the outlook expressed in ened by the abnormal inventory of
these circles \Mas the prediction by one million cars in the hands of
former U. S. Steel president Clifford
B. Hood that, barring a strike, steel
ingot production for ry59 would
reach rr5 million tons, 35lo above
the 1958 output, and almost equal

dealers at midyear.

Moreover, inventory accumulation generally is likely to slow up
later in the year. Inventories began
to grow toward the end of 1958 after
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a large drop during the

preceding

year, and this rise has been a major
factor in the recovery, accounting at
midyear for fully half of the total
increase in output. But this initial

spurt, it s generally conceded, cannot long continue at the same pace,
especially in view of its inclusion of
the heavy building of steel and auto
inventories noted above.
All indications, therefore, point to
a third-quarter slowdown. It is
widely predicted, however, that this
will constitute no more than an interruption in the upward trend, to
be followed by a second phase of
recovery based on a growth in expenditures for new plant and
equipment. These expenditures fell
from $37 billion in ry57 to $3o.5 billion in 1958. For t9gg, according to
mid-year estimates, th.y are expected to rise to $32.6 billion. This
entails an anticipated increase from
an annual rate of $3o.6 billion in the
first quarter of. ry59 to $34 billion in
the last quarter,
These estimates, however, are
based on the outlook of businessmen
in the light of the present pace of
recovery, and may well be scaled
downward with the occurrence of a
slowdown. And even the increase
now proiected falls much short of
the r$57 ievel. In addition, it should
be noted that an unusually high proportion of present outlays (twoihirdr, as against the usual ratio of
one-half) is for modernization of
existing plant rather than the addition of new capacitY.

There is thus a legitimate question as to whether a lull would
necessarily be followed by a new up

surge, a question which is being
raised by a number of observers. A
Neou Yorft T'imes editorial, on April
25, stated:

It is true that business

for

spending
plant and equipment assumed the

role of carrying the economy forward
after the first phase of recovery ended

in

ry55. But there is little evidence to
date that the boom of 1956 and, ry57
is necessarily going to repeat itself in

this area.

.

The Labor Research Association's
publication, Economic Nores (]ung
1959) poses the question as follows:
Historically most recovery periods
on the average last about z7 months.
But in this one the loss of momentum
in the third quarter might, in the
absence of any real resurgence in capital investment, result in dissipation of

the

expansive

role of the

upward

movement.

Investments are not the only ques-

ter is distincdy more likely. We do
not propose to speculate on this
point; what is important to note is
the limited and uncertain base of
the current expansion and the consequent uncertainty of the future.

UNEMPLOYMENT

In particular, there is every reason
to expect the stubborn persistence of
a substantial residue of unemployment in the foreseeable future. The
displacement of workers ttirough
technological advance and increased productivity, though partially cloaked by the boom of 1955-57,
has been increasingly making itself
felt. Now, although unemployment
can be expected to decline further
in the period immediately ahead, it
is widely recognized that a significant hard core of joblessness will
remain even if the most optimistic
predictions as to production trends
materialize. As the AFL-CIO's

Econotnic Trends and OutlooQ
warned in April, "there is a real
danger that the number of fobless
will settle at 3/z to 4 million, or 5%
to SYz% of the labor force."
cessive boom periods since

There has been a progressive rise

suc-

the war.

During the war years, joblessness
was at a minimum, fuctuating be-

r

and z%.In the boom year
was z.g%.In 1956 it was
4.2/o. Now it threatens to settle at

tween

of

ry53

it

duction to recovery of loss

in

em-

ployment is computed for an eight-

In the period beginning

construction.

view of these and
other questions, the possibility is not
at all excluded that a slowdown may
lead to stagnation or a decline rather
than a fresh upsurge, even though
past experience suggests that the lat-

recent AFL-CIO pamphlet,
for Economic Growth, pictures this trend in another aspect.
The ratio of recovery of loss in pro-

point of each of the postwar slumps.

in the rate of unemployment in

In

A

Policies

month period following the low

THE HARD CORE OF

tion mark. There are others, such
of a spurt the production of the new small cars will give
to the auto industry, or the prospects for a continued rise in housing
as how much

a level in the neighborhood of S%.

October,

ry49, for each one percent of recovery in job loss, there was a recovery
ot ry8/, in production loss. In the
period beginning August, 1954, thc
corresponding figure was 2g3%,
and in that beginning April, 1958,
it was 3.4%. In other words, the
lag in decline of unemployment has
grown greater in each successive
recovery period.
This is accompanied by the spread
of blighted areas described aboveareas of chronic unemployment produced by the displacement of work-

ers through automation and other
technological advances, combined
with growing decentralization and
the spread of the runaway shop evil.
The development of chronic mass
unemployment persisting even in
boom periods, a feature of the general crisis of capitalism, though temporarily obliterated by World War
II and its immediate effects, is again
becoming evident. The "full cmpoyment" which Keynesian economists and others assert has bcen
achieved through "built-in stabilizers" and government economic
"regulation" is once again in the
process of being exposed as e myth.

IO
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two, this slump is not to be explained by special factors such as,
Of the three postwar slumps, the for example, the reduction of milirg57-58 crisis was the most severe tary expenditures and inventories
and most extensive in its effects. We after the Korean War. Hence, "the
have characterized it as different setback raises problems of major imfrom the first two--as being a cycli- portance for long-term economic
cal rather than an interim crisis growth." And contrary to the illuiioru g.rr..rted by the earlier de(Political Affairs, January, 1959).
It was also anticipated that the dines, -"it is evident that the world
decline would, unlike the first two, has not yet learned how to avoid the
be followed by a period of depres- costs of recurrent industrial slumps."
But if the recent slump did not
sion or stagnation. Instead, it was
followed by * immediate upturn, develop into a major crisis, says the
comparable in speed and extent to Suruey, this does not rule out the
the two previous recoveries. In an possibility of more severe downearlier appraisal ("The Economic turns in the future. It states:
Situation Today," Pdlitical Affairs.
Nor would it be wise to assume, on
March, 1958), we had expressed the
the
basis of post-war experience, that
on
opinion that the economy stood
in
the future all recessions are bound
the threshold of a major depression. to be short and mild. It is true that an
Such an eventualiry clearly did not array of automatic stabilizers, includmaterialize, even though the crisis ing progressive tax systems, social seproved to be appreciably worse than curity, and farm support programs,
has considerably strengthened the inits predecessors.
It is evident that these appraisals dustrial economies since the depression
tended to underestimate the recu- of the nineteen thirties. It is imporperative capacity of the economy tant to bear in mind, however that
and did not adequately take into ac- stabilizers can only slow down a rate
count the effects which increased of decline; they cannot in themselves
initiate an upturn. Unless, therefore,
government spending, whatever its
other forces are actively at work to
limitations, exercised on the course reverse a downturn, economic activity
of the crisis.
could continue to decline over a relaAt the same time, the ry57-58 tively long period and by sizeable
crisis did differ in important re- amounts.
spects from the other two, and aPFurthermore, it is important not
proached more closely the classical
to
underestimate the impact of even
of
iyclical pattern. Some recognition
the
relatively mild slumps which
Nain
the
United
is
expressed
this
tions World Economc Suruey, 1958, have occurred. The American econwhich states that unlike the first omists, W. S. and E. S. Woytinski,

NATURE OF THE CRISIS
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estimate that the three declines reculted in a direct loss of $rr3 billion

in
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II

consumer disposable income at the
end of 1958, as against 4o/o in ry5t

alad z6/o in 1946. It has emerged
with a substantial amount of excess
growth of no less than $3oo billion.* industrial capacity, persisting in
Hidden in these figures is the loss spite of the rise in production. And
of income and the economic hard- it has emerged with an increased
ship suffered by the millions thrown residue of unemployment. All of
out of work. Hidden in them, toq these developments add to economic
is the frustration of millions of instability and pave the way for a
young people in their efforts to find worse crisis in the not too distant
decent employment or secure an future.
education. And hidden in them is
the exceptional degree of suffering
inficted on the Negro, Puerto Rican OUTLOOK AND PROGRAM
and Mexican working people.
The fact is that despite the muchThe economic outlook for 196o is
touted prosperity of the postwar a matter of particular importance,
years, the average American worker since the state of the economy at
has led a highly insecure existence. that time will weigh heavily in the
Every few years he has been con- outcome of the presidential and
fronted with an economic slump and congressional elections. If the prethe threat of short work weeks or dictions most widely current today
unemployment for pro onged peri- should materialize, the economy
ods. And today the outlook is at would be either levelling ofl or enbest uncertain. Underneath the tering a decline at the time of the
facade of the postwar booms is the elections. It would be futile, howbasic instability of the American ever, to speculate on this or to ateconomy, an instability which is tempt to base a program of action
growing and with it the econornic on such predictions.
insecurity of the American workers.
Nevertheless, certain things seem
The economy has emerged from reasonably, clear. The chief one is
the ry57-58 crisis with an increased that the fight for iobs will retain a
burden of military spending, a rise prominent position in the period
in the national debt and a consider- ahead, and will be an important isable growth in the interest burden sue in the 196o elections. This enon the debt. It has emerged with a tails a heightened struggle for drastic
large increase in personal debt, improvements in unemployment
amounting to more than 6o/o of compensation and other measures for
--' ln S, and B. S. Voytinski, Lesons ol tbe assistance to the jobless, as well as
Rece*ioas, Public Affairs Instirute, Vashingtm,
special measures for aid to distressed
7959.

national production, and an in-

direct loss in retarded

economic
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arcas. It means, too, that the crusade for the thirty-hour week, the

lems

of the unemployed and

has

embarked on a holy crusade against

for which becomes increasingly inflation for the benefit of the big
imperative, will continue to gain banking and financial interests. The
momentum. And the special prob- Democrats have vigorously attacked
lems of unemployment among Ne- the Administration's policies; howgro and other minority-group work- ever, despite the popular mandate
ers demand that the fight against of last November, their record in
job discrimination and for the Congress has been one of almost
economic welfare of these workers total inaction.
maintain a high priority.
The labor movement has a clearlyIt is necessary to strengthen the defined program to "put America
fight against increased arms produc- back to work," a program which
tion as an answer to unemployment, includes such demands as aid to
and to step up the campaign for distressed areas, an increased minitrade with the socialist world as a mum wage, minimum federal standsource of jobs. This becomes all the ards of unemployment insurance, a
more vital as big business proceeds shorter work week, and FEPC
to eliminate a growing number of legislation. Though it has some
iobs of American workers by shift- serious deficiencies, it is a program
ing production to overseas plants. which ofiers a basis for effective
So, too, does the fight for solidarity mass struggle. What is required is
between American workers and the the pressure and initiative of the
workers of other countries, whom rank and file and the progressive

The Cold [rlar altd

need

big business strives to pit against
one another, a fight which Ameri-

can workers must direct

against

American monopoly capital as
cofilmon oppressor.

a

The Eisenhower Administration,

in

characteristic fashion, has completely wiped its hand of the prob-

forces, to compel action by the labor
leadership and by the liberal Democrats in Congress.
Whatever the exact course of thc
economy during the next year or
two, it is the development of such

mass struggles which

mount importance.

is of

para-

the People's Wellare

By William Z. Foster

Tnr

Cor,o Wen has roots running
back to the earlier phases of the class
struggle, notably the capitalist opposition to the Russian Revolution of

rgr7. Formally, the Cold War, as
such, began about 1947, the date
when the Marshall Plan was initiated. Its main purpose is to prepare
for an all-out war against the social'
ist and progressive world. Its specific aims are to infringe upon and
injure world peace, prosperity, democracy, organized labor, national
liberation, and socialism. Its greatest
champions are the monoPolists of
the United States (helped by the conservative labor leaders), and they are
out to boss the whole world and to
prolong everywhere by military force
ihe obiolete and antiquated capitalist system. Their chief opposition

ployers. Although it has many war
features and constantly presses in the
direction of war, it is not now actual
war itself. It is the longest and most
militant war-scare in history, and is
pregnant with war danger. It has
kept the world so much on edge with
its many war crises, that large numbers of people have come inadvisedly

to look upon it and its institutions
as a sort of unavoidable way of life.
"Brinkmanship," a term that originated in Dulles' boasts of the many
times he had brought the world to
the very edge of general war, is coming to be accepted by them as the
normal type of diplomacy. Undoubtedly, however, had it not been

for the powerful

struggle

of

the

peace and progressive forces over the
years, and the breaking of the atomic

is the socialist sector of the world, bomb monopoly of the United States,
principally the Soviet Union and the world long since would have
Peopli's China, and the working and been plunged into a terrible atomic
toiling masses, and the progressive war. The monopolists have become
forces generally, of all countries, who
iointly-counterpose to the war-like
Cold- War the perspective of the

coexistence of
'oeaceful
The Cold War is a malignant war

afraid of revealing outright their war
goals, as this would scare ofl large
numbers of their followers; but their
deceit about it does not destroy the
reality of the war threat which

threat which is kept hanging over the
world chiefy by American imperial-

they present.
Under the Cold War, the imperial-

all nations.

ism and its partners, the monoPo' ists are definitely, dthough cunninglists and sword-rattlers of the world. ly, preaching the inevitabiliry of war.
Its vast war munitions Production This is not an easy thing to do, after
is immensely Profitable to the em- the many defeats the warrnongers
r3
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at the hands of

the

workers and other peace forces, who

do not believe in the inevitability
of war. So the advocates of war's

inevitability are forced to do so by
routdabout methods, by indirecttion, as at present. The warmongers
seek to plant the idea that war is
inevitable, and when they cannot do
this directly, they uy at least to
create certain confused moods to this
efiect. This is the situation at the
present time. Although there are
relatively few who will argue militantly that there inevitably will be
war, on the other hand, prominent
capitalist spokesmen are quick to
deny that the socialist countries are
peace-loving. Thus they leave the
matter hanging, but usually they
become more definite about war's
"inevitability" when matters take,
however temporarily, a turn to the
worse. The answer is to do away
with the Cold War.

wan, East Germany, Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, Guatemala, Quemoy-Matsu, Tibet, Laos, etc., besides various other
small wars in Asia, A{rica and Latin
America. In those countries where

revolutions have occurred, the imperialists, in the first place those of

Wall Street, have seen to

it

that by

military provocations they were
forced to take on the character of
violent armed struggles. In addition
to all these wars, the Cold War has
produced several breath-taking crises,
all manipulated by Washington. In
{act, there has been almost a perma-

nent crisis over the past decade in
various communities. The Communist Party of the United States, at
its special convention of. ry45, which
repudiated Browder's revisionism,
was the first organization to point
out the immediate approach of this
broad imperialist war period.

During the Cold War period,
many dangerous developments have

MILITARIZATION

taken place. There has been a
large number of "small" shooting
wars (which have not always been
so "small"), and all of them have
borne the seeds of a general imperialist war. And they have left millions of poverty-stricken refugees in
their wake. In practically every case,
the imperialists have tried to extend

The most characteristic and dangerous feature of the Cold War is
that, during the years of its existence,
the United States has built for itself

these warsl this has forced the masses

to struggle to restrict them. Among
these "small" wars, along with other
gross military provocations, are those
of Korea, Indo.China, Hungary, Tai-

a

super-powerful offensive military
machine of unheard of dimensions
and danger. It has air bases everywhere, possessing all over the world
a mrghty air force, navy, and army.

More than that, it has been instrumental in the building of military
forces on the part of its innumerable
capitalist allies. Insolendy, American and other imperialists have built
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One of the worst of the current
air bases and rocket launching sites
of the Cold War is its enorfeatures
of
socialism.
all around the countries
mous
cost
to the peoples. The fabuhave
they
doing
this,
In
Put Pr,actically th- whole capitalist world on lous outlay of our government for
the American dole and in its debt. military expenditures, and everyThe United States has become, verY thing connected with the Cold War,
largely, the boss of the caPitalist has been such as to impoverish the
woita, and it hopes, quite vainly, masses of people more and more.
to run the socialist part of the world The government is squandering at
as well. Such imperialist war provo- present at least 5o billion dollars a
cations lie at the very heart of the year for war preparations; and its
Cold War and are to be found in imperialist partners throughout the
world, collectively, are getting rid of
every corner of the globe.
A particularly devilish feature of about the same amount. President
the Cold War is the continued manufacture and testing of bombs and
rockets. The United States is armins NATO and all its main allies

Eisenhower has stated recently that

the cost of war munitions

has

fiendish machines are being made

mounted so greatly that many airplanes now cost their weight in gold.
The national debt has also climbed
out of sight, and is still mounting.

around rhe world. A very bad asPect
is the invariable accompaniment of
the bomb and rocket blasts with malisnant radioactive fall-out' The im-

masses. The people have paid dearly

*iih th.r. murderous devices.

These

to shoot one-fourth of the way The

same is also true of tax rates,
which are being forced sky high,
with the main burden being thrust
upon the workers and the toiling

p".fidirt militarists have thus far in their living standards for the Cold
iuccessfully resisted the limitation War. Nor is there any sign that
or abolition of the bombs and rock- the government will voluntarily deets, as well as the abolition of testing. crease these war (misnamed "deAbove all, the forces of Peace must fense") expenditures. Of course, the
find the way to put a stoP or limita- employers are reaping enormous

tion to these murderous

devices.

There are forces of imperialism that
would rather destroy the planet-if
thev could-than to lose the monster

gr"ft of the

capitalist system. But

will stop
such murderous imPulses and de-

ihe workers and their allies
sires,

with the abolition of the atomic

and hydrogen bombs and the fiendish
rockets.

profits; in fact, profits on war munitions are now being taken as one of
the mainstays of the entire capitalist
system. Since the end of World

War II, about 5oo billion

dollars
have been thrown away for this use-

It is highly significant
it is only the capitalist employ-

less purpose.

that

ers and the war-making governments

that have tleir hands on the coun-
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try's real source of money supplies.
In the ceaseless quest for funds to
pay for the ever-mounting cost of
munitions, no real criticism is directed against the cause of it allthe Cold War. The social services

spirit of Proiect X, and the forced
military spending of the socialist
countries, is in line with the general
purposes of the imperialists and their

conveniences (schools,
hospitals, housing, roads, municipal
transportation, etc.) are constantly deteriorating, and yet they are still further being bled of resources, to feed
the insatiable Moloch of Cold War.

altogether.

and public

Other capitalist countries are about
as bad ofl in this respect, or even
worse ofl than we are.

IMPACT ON SOCIALIST LANDS
Another bad feature of the Cold
it has deeply
injured the industrial potentiality of
the countries of socialism. These
countries are straining every nerve
to amass resources with which to
build a new society, and on top of
this strain they are forced, in selfdefense, also to waste vast funds on
non-productive military equipment.
World experience has shown, however, that the capitalists, bY means
of their Cold War, maY somewhat
hinder, but they cannot stop, the
building of socialism by forcing these
ffemendous military exPenditures
upon the socialist countries; but it
would be sheer foolishness, nevertheless, to believe that they thus do not
do considerable damage. The Peoples. however' can build socialism,
ind-heavily arm themselves, at the
sarnc time. All this sabotage, in the

War situation is that

Cold War, to slow down the growth

of socialism and finally to destroy it
One of the most provocative and
warlike features of the Cold War
situation is the economic blockade
which the imperialist countries, led
by the United States, are trying to

enforce against all socialist lands,
particularly the Soviet Union and
Peop,le's China. This blockade, if it
is only partially eflective at the present time, is principally because it
lacks world mass support, even of
certain capitalist countries, and because the socialist lands are efiective
in breaking it. Thus, Great Britain
does ten times as much trade yearly
with the USSR as does the United
States. The economic boycott is a
disruptive factor on the international
scene. It tends to hinder the building of world socialism, and increases
the war danger; it should be abolished. The imperialist governments
are pushing it very hard; this is particularly the case with the United
States, which has rnade the economic
boycott a key factor in the Cold War.
The aggressive opposition, however,
of all the socialist countries is taking
much of the sting out of it. Actu.
ally, about the worst suflerers from
it are the imperialist countries themselves, who through the blockade
deny their own industries a great
deal of much-needed trade.

TI{E COLD WAR AND PEOPI,ES WETJ'ARE
Intcrnational proletarian unity is
another vital factor that is infringed
upon by the restrictive policies of the

Cold War. It is a well-known fact,
for example, that the Ameriqan
Negro people are receiving a great
deal, if not most, of their support
from progressive international forces.
Yet, it is a common occurrence in
the United States situation to find
some Negro leaders, who have been
badly corrupted by the Cold War,
taking a position that the Negro people in America are little, if at all,
persecuted. They thus are cutting
off valuable international support
that the Negro people of this country need very much. This could
also be a powerful factor for the
interests of the workers in many
fields, but everywhere it runs up
against the poisonous infuence of
the Cold War, which makes a special attack against proletarian internationalism on all fronts.
..NATIONAL UMTY''

The Cold War also generates a
false tendency toward "national
unity." In most war times, this
national unity is a very definite and
damaging thing; we do not have war
at the present time, but the employers are able, nevertheless, to develop
harmful moods towards a false national unity. This means to paralyze the workers from various militant activities, by forcing thcm into
a form of unity with the employers.
The infuence of this is very consid-
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erable, and the conscrvetive, r[owdown, eflects of such national unity
tendencies and moods must bc combatted. In World War II, a cerain
measure of national unity was justified, as this was a progressivc war
against fascism; but therc arc no
grounds for this in the present situation.

Anothcr of the favoritc capitalist
the Cold War is a
strong tendency towards tro-strike
regulations. It is a tremendous advantage to the employers to tie up
the workers, in one way or anothcr,
so they cannot, or in any cvenq do
devices under

not, strike effectively. Consequendy,

in

the present situation, when a
war is repeatedly made to seem to
loom on the horizon, they adopt all
possible means to establish no.strike
conditions. They cannot openly put
across such a proposition, despite all
their war shouting, but they always
seek to accomplish it at least partially. That they do much damage
in slowing down strikes, in creating
fewer strikes, and in general injuring the strike action of the working
class, is indisputable. Never in the
history of the labor movement wcre
the trade unions so bound about with
restrictive hindrances to efrective
strike action as they are now.

IMPACT ON LABOR

The Cold War, with its constant
threat of a world war, is decidedly
detrimental to many forms of freedom of the labor movement. Let
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us not forget that the Taft-Hardey War, implied as well as actual, should
Murray be combatted in the interests (both
of the CIO called fascist legislation, immediate and long-range) of a
is a product of the Cold War. The militant and effective labor movedeadly McCarthyism, another Cold ment.
War product, thieatened the United The Cold War definitely has deleStateJ with fascism. Everybody was " terious effects, too, orl the struggle
gagged with hysterical shouting that of the oppressed colonial peoples for
*J*.r. just aLout to go into i war, national- Iiberation. The imperialist
and of course it wai lyingly pre- countries, with the United States in
sented as a progressive war. Similar the lead, are busily building air b-ases
legislation, of much that could be in all countries which will admit
cit-ed, were the McCarran Acts, for them, r,vhich they direct against the
the regulation of immigration, re- socialist and anti-imperialist world.
striction of passports, outlawing of They habitually make their plans for
the Communist Party, etc. The Cold industrialization or trade in any counWar served very well to promote try dependent upon definite programs
such reactionary types of legislation, of militarization. Therefore, the
until the people heie, and especially number one enemy of the erstwhilc
abroad rbse against it and corL colonial lands is the leading impedemned it. There are still, however, rialist power, the United States. Yet,
many lingering effects of McCarthy- some colonial countries are enticed
ism.- The Cold War disadvanta- or bribed into at least partial support
geously aflects every form of labor of the imperialist Powers under the
progress. Characteristic of this pe- Cold War conditions. This is a
iiod are the evil Eisenhower and grave injury to the people's progress
in every field.
Kennedy labor "reform" bills.
highly
The Cold War also crcate$ conalso
is
collaboration
Class
favored by the Cold War. It, too, ditions that make it very difficult to
reaches iti highest development in build up the various branches of the
periods of waa especially i iustified labor movement. It is no accident
war; but in the presenr false situa- that revisionism, one of the most dettion, the bourgebisie are able to rimental influences in the labor moYecreate many clais<ollaboration con- ment, received - its greatest impulsc
ditions, which normally approach a in this and other countries during
war situation. This, too, weakens the Cold War. It is characteristic,
the efficiency and the fighting too, that the trade-union org-anizing
strength of ihe working class, in campaign i" ml South has bcen let
strike-s, demonstrations, political ac- go by the boards, with nothing sub
tion, and so forth. All tendencies stantial being done. It is also a fact
toward class collaboration in the Cold that although organized labor has
Act, whicliformer President

'

TI{E COLD WAR AND
increased its membership and united

strength through amalgamation, it
has made no real progress at organizing a political party of the working class. The United States still
has the unwelcome notoriety of having the only large labor movement
in the world that does not have its
own political party. For this, thc
Cold War, in all its ramifications, is
largely responsibtre. The sword-rattlers are so busy telling the workers
that not the monopolisti but the Russian people are their main enemies,
that they successfully block thc
achievement of the most elementary
tasks in the labor movemenr.
The Cold War also unfavorably
affects the living and working conditions of the masses. Its enoimous
emphasis upon military expendirures,
and its constant threat of war, upset
and distort the wholc cconomic- order. Capitalist economics are bad
enough, but they are madc cven
worse when the most vital social expenditures are thrust aside for useless
military outlays. It especially does
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sable

for the making of jobs to take

up the slack caused by
ment in general.

unemploy-

There is cbnstant pressure by monopolists who find it very profitable to continue the Cold W-ar, to

to put a stop to
this monstrosity. Due to the ceaseless peace activities of the Soviet
Union, People's China, and the
other peaceJoving forces of the
world, several world peace conferences have been held in recent years
to try to end the Cold War. These
peace conferences have done no
little good, but they have been bitterly opposed by the imperialists, especially by the United States government. If this country has participated reluctantly in such confercnces, it has been only under the
pressure of the militant peace activities of the socialist countries, the
former colonies, the World Peace
Council, and the common people
of the world who want peace.
Many times, America's allies, to
oppose every effort

great harm when the labor movement
is twisted into supporting such military expenditures, instead of the nor-

Washington's displeasure, have been
the open advocates of these peace
conferences, and have helped to drag
this country's goyernment into them.

but it is also lining up the labor movement on the side of the sabre-ratders.
Some of our labor leaders, in fact,

looking towards a Big Four Summit
Meeting later this year. This situation has been marked by the usual

to plumping for government expenditures (for military ends) under the
false pretext that thcy arc indispcn-

thorities in Washington: open opposition to the holding of any kind of
a conferencq quibbles over its agenda and representation, the presenta-

mal outlays. This not only makes At the present time, a series of confor unemployment in the long ruq fqrences has begun in Geneva,

can more than compete with the
professional militarists when it comes

reluctance

on the part of the

au-
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tion of confcrence proposals which wealth by violcnce; by their necd to
ere known bcforehand to bc unac- repress the undeveloped peoples; and
ccptable, and the likc. The aim of by their determination to destroy the
the advocates of the Cold War is to socialist world. As for the socialist
reduce thcsc internationd peace con- countries, they are peace-loving in
ferences to the lowest possiblc lcvel their very structure. Their historic
or to abolish them altogether.
role is to abolish war, not to wagc
it. A special danger in thc Cold
situation is the constant rciteraWar
END THE MLD WAR
tion on the part of many people that
there is no real danger in the present
The time is over-ripe to end the world conditions. They pass off the
Cold War, with its constant impli- pro-war agitation as only so much
cation of a shooting imperialist war. terror talk, in spite of the many
For generations people have reiected, wars the imperialists have wagcd
rebelled at, and condcmned such during the Cold War pcriod. Such
wars; but never have they had such passivity and blindness to danger is
a good opportunity as now to be just what the warmongers want in
done with the terrible war monster order to initiate their much-wantd
for good. The great mass of the peo- war. The persistent propagation of
ple, including many genuine leaders war under hypocritical C,old War
in politics, science, and religion, find slogans, which takes p,lace in every
themselves convinced that humanity

musr not bc permittcd to tear itself

to pieces with atomic and hydrogen
bombs. The working class, however, is the main forcc against war.
We are living in an age when the
abolition of imperialist war has become a burning nccessity and practicdly redizable for the people of
the world.
A hasic necd, in thc abolition of
thc Cold War, is to cxplode the nonrensical "national defense" argument,
on which the modern agitation for
war is bascd. There is no real national defensc problem in the world,
except that created

capitalist powers

to

by thc

in their

posscro themrclvcs

vaqious
eagernqts

of cach other's

capitalist country, must be counteracted by determined moves on the
part of the workers and their allies
to abolish the Cold War dtogether.
Especially must we be done with the
manufacture and testing of nuclear
weapons.

The means for ending impcrialist
war are now at hand, more so than
ever before. For one thing, there
are the ceaseless and highly organized activities that are being carried
on against every manifestation of
the capitalist war spirit by the peo
ples of the socialist lands. Thcy arc
unendingly opposed to war in all its
forms, and thcir diplomatic and
other international activities spell thc
eventual end to thb tnurdcrous

dream of the war-makers. Ttren
there are such organizations of the
peace-loving peoples, covering both
the capitalist and socialist sectors of
the world, as the World Peace Coun.
cil. This body was formed in Prague
and Paris in, rg49, iust about ihe
time the Cold War got under way.
It originally consisted of delegates of
56o organizations from 7z countries,
embodying about 6oo million people.
Among its principal activities were
the Stockholm, Vienna, and Helsinki Appeals, which did much ro
arouse masses of the world to the
war danger. The Peace Council has
since come to embrace fully a billion people, and it is a real power in
the world for peace. Then there are
innumerable other individual, scattered and unaffiliated, organizations,
totalling up to many scores of mil-

lions, which, in their
spheres, including the

respective

United States,
keep up a never-ending agitation
against war. They want especially
to reduce armaments, and eventually
to abolish them, together with the
war threat. We must support the
work of all these organizations. This
is the way to world peace. There
must be no imperialist atomic or hydrogen bomb warfare, or war menace.

with this is the matter of workers
in every branch of activity being able
to gain a decent living without p3ying the masters their usual profits.
The capitalists and their followcrs,
who are the agitators of war, hold
to the absurd idea that the industries

of the world

should be privatcly

owned, and that the people should
pay through the nose for the privilege of using them to produce thc
necessities of life. And what indus.
tries of their neighbors the employers do not already possess, they are
ready to. grab through international
war. The hoary conception of war,
which is now doubly indefensible, is

the very soul and backbone of thc
capitalist system. Upon it the capitalists, and above all the monopolists, base their entire society and its
many institutions--government, industry, science, education, religion,
and all the rest. The main task of
the people is to limit and abolish this
exploitation principle and practice,
root and branch, and with it the
'whole capitalist system, including thc
institution of imperialist war. What
is happening in the world now is
the wiping out of capitalism and
war, and the irresistible growth of
world socialism. The Cold War,
with all its hypocrisy and violence,
will not be able to prevent this pro-

The real issue behind the war
danger is whether or not the indus- cess.
tries and the land of the world shall
One of the major points in the
be owned privately or by the peoplc struggle to abolish the Cold War
at large who use them. The basic is to oppose all those labor leaders,
issue is the fundamental one of capi- who under the false flag of "national
talism versus socialism. Bound up defense," seek to protect the capi-
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talist system and the profits of the must settle all such international
It is impossibie to make a quarrels by negotiations, and where
real defense of the workers' inter- these involve diflerent social regimes,
ests, and at the same time to advance
generally by a policy of peaceful co'
policies like the Cold War, that the existence. We must insist upon the
epPloyers consider indispensable to current peace conferences in Geneva
the maintenance of their-profits sys- following these general lines. These
tem. The trade-union leiders who conferences must be made by the
distinguish themselves by their advo- peoples to do their anti-war will;
cacy of war, or what could lead to and under no circumstances should
war-wholesale military preparations the imperialist diplomats be allowed
and vicious anti-socialist propaganda to sabotage them to failure.
these very acts sacrifice and beIn this period that we are now
-by
tray the interests of the working class living through, the socialist coun.
and of the whole people.
tries, antiimperialist governments of
The Cornmunist parties of the erstwhile colonial peoples, commuworld have many great issues to 6ght nist organizations, and organizations
{or and win in their relentless strug- of the people generally, have two
gle for the emancipation of the work- basic tasks. First, they must prevent
ers. One of the most essential and war; and second, while preventing
important of these issues is the end- war, they must carry on without reing of the Cold War with all its im- laxation the struggle of the unions
plications of active, shooting, impe- and other mass democratic bodies,
rialist war. Let us not forget the the national liberation movements,
criminal and unnecessary use that and the building of socialism with
was made of the atomic bomb in all its ramifications. These elemenJapan, by the same people who are tary things the workers and their altoday advocating its use against the lies can, rvill, and are doing. And
socialist nations of the world. They all the power and desperation of the
defend their previous use of the atom- sabre-rattlers, with their Cold War,
ic bombs, and they would be only cannot stop them. The abolition of
too glad to use these bombs once the Cold War, however, will speed
more, if they got a chance to do so, up this who,le constructive develop
and thought they could accomplish ment. It is imperative for the furit without 'being destroyed in the ther progress of humanity. Geneva,
process. We must be very intolerant, and ensuing summit conferences,
also, of the whole idea that impe- must take important steps forward
rialist war is a legitimate instrument in this historic task of abolishing the
to use in international disputes. We Cold War.

bosses.
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BY HERBERT AprxEKEn

HISTORICAL WRITING AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

In reviewing "scaramouche," a Hollywood product of the early r95o's,
Variety,leadinf trade journal of the entertainment industry, remarked:
The highly complex Sabatini plot has been greatly simplified for present
It findJ the French Revolution all but eliminated from the
itory, because of the inevitable Red analogy weie the hero allowed to
spout the 1789 theme of "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity."

purposes.

Some American historians have sought to accomplish an even more
heroic feat than cleansing Scaramouche of the French Revolution; they
would rid the American Revolution of-revolution.
Among the more explicit of this school is Professor Daniel |. Boorstin,
whose *o1k 1Tlrc Genius cl,f American Politics, 1953) may be used as characteristic of its views. Boorstin finds: "The most obvior.rs peculiarity of our
American Revolution is that, in the modern European sense of the word,
it was hardly a revolution at all." FIe notes that this view is the one promulgated foi generations by the Daughters of the American Revolution;
but he refuses-to allow anything, even this coincidence, to keep him from
announcing the result of his scholarly pursuits. Hence: "The more I have
looked into the subject, the more convinced I have become of the wisdom
of their [the'Daughters'] naivete."
As a matter of fact, Boorstin ends up slightly to the Right of the Daughters, for while they had always insisted that the American Revolution was
not a revolution but merely a colonial rebellion, Boorstin adds that it was
a "conservative colonial rebellion" since it was "notably lacking in cultural
self-consciousness and in any passion for national unity."
The new feature in this conservative revisionism, of which Boorstin's'
work is so striking an example, is its abundance and its starkness. Its essence may be found in the observations of De Tocqueville, made a century
ago, to the efiect that the United States was democratic wthout ever having
hid a democratic revolution. It is present, too, in the writings of some pro, fessional historians of earlier geneiations; for example, in the writings of
John Fiske, in the late rgth century, and of G. A. Koch and Reginald Coupiand, in the r93o's. The latter, an English historian, in his stimulating
study of Thc American Reuolution and thi.e British Empire (r93o), found
23
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the Revolution remarkable in that it was made by a "prosperous, not on the
whole ill-governed, largely indeed self-governing people" and so he could
only explain it as being "almost entirely a matter of theories and principles."
Similarly, in the present period, writers like Louis Hartz and Robert E.

Brown see the revolution as coming not because of oppression but

because

of freedom; the American revolutionists sought stability, not change. Indeed, if there were any "revolutionists"-r.e., any who sought drastic change
misinformed British King and his Min-they were the inept, deluded and
istry. Hence, as Hartz says in The Liberal Tradition in Arnerica (rgSS)
"this makes radicalism irrelevant to the American Revolution." The Americans did not "join in the great Enlightenment enterprise of shattering the
Christian concept of sin" and "did not share the crusading spirit" that one
finds in real revolutionists as those of France and Russia.
This, again, is similar to the earlier view of Charles M. Andrews who
insisted that the Americans were seeking nothtlg but the "rights of Englishmen," that these rights "had nothiog to do with democracy and represented nothing that was in advance of the age in which colonists lived"
and that therefore the (so-called?) revolutionists "contributed little or noth'
ing to the causc of progressive liberalism or to the advancement of those

democratic ideals. . . ."
Robert E. Brown, in his effort to prove that the colonists sought to preserve and not to change, made of colonial society an advanced "middleclass dcmocracy" and so pictured the Revolution purely in terms of separation from an England which was seeking to destroy an already existent
democratic social order. Where he offered detailed evidences of the considerable advances that had been made towards elementary political demo'
cratic forms in some of the colonies, Brown's study, Middle-Class Democ'
racy and. the Reuolution in Ma,ssachusetts (rg55), is important-though
hardly as new as he would have the reader believe, for very much the same
point'may be found in Edward Channing's study of the Revolution published in r9tz, and even earlier in W. E. H. Lecky's work on r8th century
English history.
But in affirming the "middle-class democratic" character of colonial
America, Brown exaggerates to the Point of absurdity:
Except for the inhabitants of a few towns, the people from Nova
Scotia to West Florida were farmers. They were motivated by a spirit
of industry which was unfettered and unrestrained because each person
worked for himself, not for others.
Such a view is remarkable not only for its ignoring of such basic colonial
enterprises as commercial.trading, fishing, fur--trading-and land-engrossing;
rr 1s even more remarkable for its ignoring of the entire Indian population
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and the 3f per cent of the non-Indian population which consisted of chattcl
of indentured servants. suiely they would have been astonished
to learn that they were "unfettered and unresrained" and that they "worked
for themselves." And,. of, course, ignoring the unfree ignoies the classes that
owned them and profited from thEir labor.
A variant in the effort to take the revolution out of thc American revolution consists of ascribing the outbreak to errors in judgment and failings
in temperament. That is an essential thesis of charles'R. -Ritcheson's Britis"h
Politics and the Americon Reuolution (r954)-mutual misunderstanding
11{ bu.ngli_ng by the_ respective leaders produced thc Eghting. Similarly]
lichard B._Morris, inl'tts The American Reuolution (rgSSl, aftei announcing
that his subject "refuses to conform to the Marxist pait6inr" makes its occur"rence_ depend upon the existence in Britain of an insufficiently asrute administration which did not know how "to reconcile thc demands of impcrial
securrty with that measure of self-government which colonial maiurity
slaves and

justified. . . ."

Another reflection
-of the impact of conservative revisionism is writing
which does not go so far as to deny the revolutionary content of the Revolul
tion, but which apologiaes tor its exisrence. /ohn Richard Alden, for example, in his The American Reuolution (rg5i, guardcdly writes thar "he
believes that the thought and conduct . of the American patriots are ultimately defensible, that the Declaration of Independence ir in the last
aaalysis justifiable." And Max Savelle described the evenr in r95z as
though it were a supreme examplc of human failure:
The American Revolution was one of the great tragic events of human
societies, each led by
b"d, of able and sinccre men,
and each motivated by the highcst ideas" it knew, came to an impasse over
the .question of the true nature of the Impcrial constirution. , When they
finally arrived at this impasse neither side could retrcat wirhout the sacrifice of its highest political ideal. It is dificult to imagine a more colossal
cxamplc of thc tragic consequences of sheer misunderstanding and stubborn unwillingness, in thc name of principle, to compromise.

history. Two

No matter how the Revolution is evaluated, however, there remains the
of accounting for its occurrence. On this
question there is truly an enormous literature, the most significant features
of which we shall now summarize.
related, but yet distinct problem

Why a Reuolution?
A still widely prevalent view is that which may be characterized as
economic determinist, a view subjected to scvere buffeting in the past gen-
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of-scholars like George

The Revolution in America was fought to secure commercial and industrial freedom throush the establishm"ent of political liberty. . . . The
Revolutionary War wai fought to secure freedom of trade and to obtain
home rule in the levying of taxes for the support of the government.

L. Beer, Lawrence H. Gipson, Lawrence A. Harper,
Oliver M. Dickerson, and Curtis P. Nettels, which ofiers differing viiws
as to the actual impact of the Navigation and Trade Acts, the wEight of
restrictions upon manufacturing and currency, the period when theJe and
other mercantile measures began to adversely affeci the colonial economy.
These writings are of great consequence, but in terms of fundamental
causative analysis, similarities af,e greater than differences and in that sense
they add little to the schools already sketched.

Similar is the conclusion of J. Franklin Jameson in his very significant
study, The American Reuolutio,i Considerei as a Social Mouement (rg16),

Economics U nimportant?

eration and one which, in its time, made distinct contributions. Em,o-ry. R.
ol the united
Johnson, in his History of Domestic and Foreign comme-rce
'states
(r9r5) expressed this concept clearly and succinctly:

. . . of the

deep underlying causes, which for

a generation had

been

moving the American in the direction of ind-ependence, none was so Po'
tent, a[cording to all the best testimony, as thi parliamentary restrictions
on the trade of the colonies.

other writers, taking the same economic determinist view, add.emphases
on diflerent economic inficts, as those involving heavily indebted planters,
threatened land speculators, thwarted manufacturers, and harassed investors in fur, fish or forest.
A view very much like that of fohnson and Jameson was held _by
Edward Channing, the yo'r.rng Charles A. Beard and the. young Louis M.
Hacker. Here thJess.rr.. r.rri"irred economic determinist but the expression
*m M"dir"nian and redolent with terms suggesting conflicts between dif'
f.i.ot prop"rtied groups and classes. Thus,-Channing opened the third
volume^of^his moriumJntal History ol the tJnited States with these words:
commericalism, the desirc for advantage and profit in trade. and industry, was at the-bottom of the struggle between England _and America;
if,. i#*"t"Ule principles of human iiociation were_ brought forward to
iustifv colonial'resist^ance to British selfishness. The governing classes
their
;l-;* LiJ ."""r.y wished to exploit the American colonists for carry
and
lands
their
work
to
desired
o*o or" and behoof; the Americaris
on their trade for themselves.

The Beard-Hacker version did not difler substantially from this, tlrough
it, ;;; of words like bourgeoisie and its concentration_ u-pon conflicting
o.ed, of British mercantafis; and rising American capitalism led sogre,
M. Andrews, to confuse thelir views with the outlook of his'
iit . Ct
"rt.r
tori.rl materialism-a confusion expedited, at least in the case of Hacker's
bv the fact that the author himself then fell victim to such confusion'
*ork.
ft.L is also a substantial body of literature, clustering about the narnes

Some historians deny that economic confict between the propertied
groups of England and the colonies was significant in producing the-breakaway. A good example is Eric Robson's posthumously publishid study of
The Atnerican Reuolution (tgS).This scholar found himself unable to
discover "any inexorable economic forces which were inevitably drawing
the colonies towards revolution"; he thought, rather, that "conficting political ideas, not tea or taxes, caused the secession of the colonial peoples from
the British Empire."
In rather lonely splendor stands Thomas ]. Wertenbaker. He found in
his study of the Revolution in New York (Father KnicfterbocQer Rebels,
(1948), that:
When the colonists placod themseh,es outside the British Empire they
were sacrificing far more in an economic sense than they gained, and
they all knew it. In other words, the Americans rebelled in ipite of the
economic situation, not because

of it.

Wertenbaker joins some o her historians in his view that the revolution
was due to politics-"the Americans rebelled against Great Britain because
they insisted upon governing themselves"; bur he is unique in maintaining
that the economic pull was all the other way.
There are many scholars who take an eclectic approach to the origins

of the Revolution and attribute it to the existence of a myriad of

disciete

and separate "factors"-the economic, the political, the social, the religious,
the climatic, the psychological, etc. Through the infinite multipication oI
"causesr" cause itself is liquidated.

Fresh Insights

On the other hand, there have been some scholars who have taken a
more dialectical view and in doing so have offered fresh insights. A pioneer
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work in this regard was Chades H. Lincoln's Reuolutionary Mouement in
in r9or. Lincoln noted-and this fact was especially
markid in Pennsylvania-that the revolutionists "were more eager to obtain
independence within their own state than to tfuow off the British connection." He continued:

Pcnnsyluania, published

Thc national movcment furnished the opportunity for which the
dissatisfied people throughout the province had bcen waiting, and the rcsult was a ilouble change of govemment. . . . The purpose of this work
has been to show thc interdependence of the colonial and national revolutions.

Elsewherc in the same volume, Mr. Lincoln added another component,
though he nowhere developed this thought, namely, that in the rTth and

r8thienturies a highly variegated peoples, although predominandy English,
came to the colonies ind that they found here "utterly dissimilar environ'
ments" from those at home and so developed needs and institutions unlike
those in Europe.
Mr. Lincoln did see clearly, however, an inter-imperial struggle and an
intra-colonial struggle and he sensed the merging of the two in _the nature
of the Revolution*at least so far as Pennsylvania was concerned-and this
marked a pushing forward of historical comprehension.
This thlsis wis stated more pointedly and applied more generally in
the first book from the creative pbn of the late Carl L. Becker. In his .Fllstory of Politicat Parties in the Piouince o'f Neat Yor\, q6o-t776, pubfished
in'r9o9, Becker pointed out that there were two questions central to the
of home- rule; -(z) the
ferment prior
..uoi,rliottrty-who
-to to q76: Q) the question
rule at home. Later writers, notably Arthur M.
was
question of
schlesinger inhis colonial Merchants and the Arnerican Reaolution (r9r8),
and thJmore recent work of Merrill ]ensen, have added fresh evidence
and substantation of this view, which, despite some attacks in the past and
most recently in the work of Robert E. Brown, remains illuminating and
basically sound.
In the enormous range of writing of Charles M. Andrews, dealing with
the colonial and revolutionary periods, one can find significant expressions
of the dialectical quality of hiitory. Though, as we have seen, Andrews
insisted-mistakenly, I think-that the Revolu[ionary -effort had nothing to
do with the question of democracy, he did exPress discerning views as to
the nature and origin of that effort.

Thus, in an artille in the Ameican Historical Rcaieu ()anuary, 19z6)
hc found an inherent contradiction in thc position of England and its
colonies as at the root of the separation:
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On onc sidc was the immutable, stereotypcd systcm of thc mothcr
country, based on prccedent and tradition and dcsigncd to kecp thiogs
comfortably as thcy were; on thc other, a vial dynamic organism, cootaining the seod of a great nation, its forces untried, still to bc proved.
It is inconccivablc that a connection should have continucd long bctween
two such yoke-fcllows, one static, the other dynamic, separatcd by en
occan and bound only by thc ties of a legal rclationship.
Though Andrews does not spell out here why one system wes "rtetic"
and the other "dynamicr" he does, in this passage, suggest the maturing of
a revolutionary social process which is more helpful than thc "inEnitefactor" school of narration, and much richer than the mechanical, economic
determinist views.
Again, certain analytical passages in \is magnutn oPus reflcct the same
awareness of socid-developmental process€s. Thus, in the second volume
of Andrews' Colonial Period of American Hktory there is this paragraph:

The separation from the mothcr country was more than a matter of
revolutionary warfare for eight years. It was a century long proccrs,
without dates and without boundarics, wherebn littlc by little, features
of English law, constituted authority and precedent, land tcnure, and
othcr conditions ingrained in thc minds and habits of Englishmen et
home, such as were neither neoded nor wantcd in the colonics, were beiag
one by one altcred, rcduced, or eliminatcd altogcthcr. In that way and
for that reason indepcndence of the mother country had bccn won in many
directions before the Treaty of Paris ot q83.

In the fourth volume of his work, Andrews has more exposition of
the deuils of this "separation." Furthermore, he places the matter more
clearly in terms of social contradiction and antagonistic interestg though
he one-sidedly confines the matter exclusively to the question of England
versus the colonies:
England's determination

to

centralizc authority

at

Whitehall and

Westrninsterl to maintain her colonies in a permanent statc of subordiaation, politically as well as commercially; to deny them the $tatus of sclfgoverning communities, refusing privilegcs asked for and denying many
that wcre already cnjoyed; to consider her own prosperity and security
before the wclfare of her outlying depcndencies, whose "rights" as we cdl
them today, she ncither recognized nor undcrstood; and to belittlc protcrts
from America as the woik only of agiators and radicds--all thesc things
must bc takcn into considcration by anyone who wishcs to undcrstand thc
circumstances that brought on the Amcrican Rcvolution.
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Andrews clearly felt that ideas and considerations such as are expressed
in the paragraphs that I have quored were beyond the ken of the Marxist
writer. This was due to the fact that he did not comprehend historical
materialism-a failing made crystal-clear in the concluding senrences of
the last volume of hil Colonial History.
There Andrews attacked what he thought was "the Marxian doctrine" as enunciated by Beard arrd Hacker, but actudly was an economic
determinist view. Andrews felt it was "untrue to fact to say that there
was any onc grievance common to all [colonies] and that grievance solely
commercial or industrial." He saw more to history than "a clash of
cconomic interests" and concluded:

To emphasize the econornic aspects to the exclusion of all clse is to
interprct human afiairs in terms of material things only, to say nothing of
thc spiritual power necessary to use these material resourccs for human
wclfare, to ignore the infuence of sentiment and morality, and to underrate the rich and varied stuff of human nature, the distractions of statee
men, and the waywardness and uncertainty of cvcnts.

The Maruist Vcw

of the forces mentioned by Andrews. Marxism
not see the American Revolution "exclusively'' in terms of "commercial or industrid," or, one might add agraian, grievances. Marxism
does deal with "England" more realistically than did Andrews, for even
Marxism ignores none

does

Disraeli acknowledged that there was morc than one "England" and thc
class difierences in England were certainly of the greatest consequence in
the origins, conduct, and conclusion of the American Revolution. Marxisrn
sees "the coloniesr" also, more realistically than did Andrews, for these
cplonies were themselves class-stratified societies (as so much of Andrews'
own natatiue makes clear) and this fact, too, is of decisive consequence in
comprehending the nature of that society and the changes therein and the
demands raised by difierent classes and groups within the colonies. Without this as a base, nothing in colonial history, and certainly not the stmgglc to achieve independence from Great Britan, makes sense.
Marxism, in viewing the economic factor as ultimately decisive, does not

think of "economic factor" in the narrow

this or that particular
in the Marxist
oudook, is itself the offshoot of the basic economic foundation-the modc
of production, the resulting relations of production, and the social superstructure arising from them, bulwarking them, and effecting them. In thig
sense as

economic confict or economic interest. The economic factor
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is the economic factor ultimately the decisive one in the historicd
a process which manifests itself, of course, through the activities
of human beings. This lies at the heart of historical materialism, its view
of dass roles and of historical dynamics. It is quite diflerent from considering any particular economic item or "factor" as determinant; and it insists
upon the interpenetrating complex-didectical-quality of life and history.
The most notable recent sustained efiorts to deal with the American
Revolution from a Marxist viewpoint have come from Herbert M. Morais
and William Z. Foster. In both cas€s very much more richness is apparent
than Andrews would grant could come from this outlook.
Morais, in his splendid brief survey of the first two-hundred years of
American history (The Stuggle for Amerban Freedom, 1944) devotes
eighty pages specifically to the Revolutionary War. His analysis is summarized in this paragraph:
sense,

process,

The first American Revolution was the product of two general movements: the struggle for self-government and national independence aod
the struggle among the American people themselves for a more democratic order. The Revolution therefore had an external aslrcct, the colonial
war of liberation against Britain, and an internal aspect, the mass uP
surge against anti-dCmocratic elements. It ushered in thc modern era of
revolutionary struggles and became thc prototype of a whole series of
bourgeoisdemocratii upheavals in Europe and colonial uprisings throughout the world.

with somewhat different emPhases, i!' his two
in American Histuy (tg5+) and Outlinc
People
vollrmes, The Negro
Po'litical History of the America.r (r95r).
In the later'volume, Foster quotes the well-known estimate of Lcninin his l*tter to American Worftcrs (rgzo)-that the American War for
Independence was "one of those great . . . really revolutionary wars of
Foster's views are given,

which there have been so few." Foster goes on to say that thc revolution

"dealt a mighty blow to feudal reaction and greatly stimulated democracy
all over the world." He characterizes the Revolution as "a bourgeois revolution, with strong democratic currents within it." Earlier, it 4. same book,
he spells out ce;tain of its features in this marlner: "The first American
Revolution was a violent economig political, and military collision between
colonial capitalism striviag to grow and acquire independence,
the young
-the
dominant British capitalism, which sought to stife and restrict it."
and
In his earlier volume, Foiter had added the very stimulating view that
the American Revolution was the first and the major one of "the American hemispheric revolution" that continued on into the next century. He
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1 revoh for colonial national liberation, against burdensome
domestic conditions and pressing grievances; and hc emlhasizcd its international character. Moreover, Foitcr placcd this hemiipheric revolution
within thc larger world revolution against feudalism, oi the world-widc
prcscnted

a;_

movement from feudalism to capitalism, and he saw as a central feature o{
a changg thc dev-elopment of political democracy. He recognized,
of course, national differences in revolutionary developnient, deplnding
upon local variations in conditiong but saw the'above arpects as basic ani
prcselt to a greater or lesser degree throughout the Americas.

such

Thc Amcrican Revolution wis thc result of the interpenetration of
three currcnts: thc fundamental conflict in interest bemeen the rulers of
the colonizing power and the vast maiority of thc colonists; the class
strati.fication within the colonies themselves ind'the resulting class struggles thqt marked colonial history which almost always founl thc BritiJr
impcrial power as a bulwark of the reactionary or the conservative intercsts in s-!ch st-ruggles; and the developing sense of American nationality,
transcending class lines, which resulted lrom the varied origins of ttre
colonies' pcoplcs, their physical separation from England, t[e diflerent

fauna and fora and climatc of their surroundings, iheir diflerent prob
lems and interests, their own developing culrure and psychology and ivcn
language, their own common history, and from theii own eiperience of

common hostility*varying

the powers+hat-be

in

in

degrcc

with place and

time-towards

England.
These currents were inter-related; each reacted upon the other. O{ course,

to have a colonial revolt one must have a colony and in this sense the
American Revolution, which was centrally a war against the colonizing
power, rested ultimately upon ttre antagonism of interests between thi
rulers of England and thc American colonists as a whole. And basic to
that antagonism was the confict between a rising bourgeoisie (commercial,
landed and manufacturing) in the colonies and a restraining bourgeoisie in
England.

Adam Smith, in his classical Wcabh of Nations
this way:

(rlfi)

pur the matter

To prohibit a great pcople from making dl that they can of cvcry
part of their own produce, or from employing their stock and industry
in a way that they may iudge most advantageous to themsclves, is a
manifest violatioo of the most sacred rights of mankind-

This struggle bctwcen two conflicting national propcrticd interests is
not onc to which thc Marxirt can bc indiffercnt. Thc colonial bourgcoirie
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was the young and straining one which sought control of its national rnrrket af .a nccessary preliminary to its growthl it was exacdy this oonuol
and this growth-which the British rulirs would deny. They would deny
it because th-e1tle-mselves had control through a mohopoly'on uadg th'e
procesing of finishcd goods, credit facilities- and *o.id-*id. markcting

know-how.

Thc denial inhibircd the fullest growth of productive forces and was
therefore re,actionary. In this sense, aiso, the banner of thc youn& colonially-resuained American propertied interests bore the democratic ."mbL-.
Ag{n, in democratic rnass struggles which were so central a feature of
colonial life, it was characteristiclfrom Bacon's Revolt in rff to the

Land Bank war of the r74o's-to find the British pon/er
of home-grown and griiiih-fed reacrion. Hencc in'these
s$*gglT, of
great concern to large numbers and involving qucstions
of bread and-such
butter--civil liberties, taxes, debts, suffrage, reprcieniationinvariably
-there develop-ed a dual aspect, against Engiand and against
home-based tyranny, and invariably these weic intertdncd.
Furthermore, as the r8th centuiy proceeded, a definite sense of American nationality appeared and developld; this encompassed all classes. Thc
desirc for the right of self-determination of this niw nationalit),, which
was at the heart of the revolutionary effort, was confined to no ilass, and
most. certainly yff
lo! a qronopoly 9f the well-todo. On the conuary, in
the American Revolution, because of its nature, and because of thc'pro
gressive character of the American bourgeoisie then, the active involve.ient
of the masses of workers and farmers wis notable. Agarn, one has an interrelated phenomenon-tle progressive and democratiJ content of the efiort
attracted the masses; the participation of the masscs helped guarantec and
cnhancc the democratic content of the effort.
Tlue 4 is, of course, that the American Rcvolution was fundamcntally
a colonid onc, and hence it did not have the profoundly transforming
quality that more pasigAff social_ ones have-as,- for examplg the decf
anti-fcudd uphcavals of the English and French Revolutions of the rxir
and rSth ccnturies, nor to speak of the anti<apitalist rcvolutions of Lur
own century..And its
-thorough-going laturc was limited further by its
failure to deal decisively with the pre-feudal form that did charactirizc
American colonial societn namely, chattel slavery-something to be undone in a future revolution. Nevertheless, the Amcrican rcvo-iution, in its
opposition to colonial fetters, in its impctus to democratic politicat and so.
cial innovations, and in its assertion of the right of nationd sclfdercrminetion, carried along with it enough to iustify Lcnin's characterization as
"onc of thosc grcat. . . rcally revolutionary \f,xrc. . . ."
Massachusetts

as thc last rcsort
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It is necessary to emphasiz,e, too, the radical quality of the dominant
revolutionary idiology. Here space permits o"ly th_. remark that that
ideology represented- a fundamental break with feudal and monarchical
thinkiiig and in this respect had the widest international repercussions as
it had had the widest international sources.
In evaluating the quality of the Revolution it is important to bear in
mind, lf one ii to get its full contemporaneous impact, that it was the
first successful colonial revolution in modern history. The imperial powers
from Spain to Fance to Holland to Portugal had all faced colonial insurrections and they had all been put down. But the American succeeded and that
fact itself, quite apart from the resulting politicat and social institutionq
had an enoimously revolutionary infuence upon the peoples of the world.
Conclusion

Mr. Dean Acheson, the former Secretary of State, writes in the current
Yale Reuicw (Summer, 1959), that tle months before I,rly +, ry76 con'
stituted a "prelude to independence"; it would be wrong, he contends, to
speak of this period as a prelude to revolution. The mis-named "American
Revolution", il seems, was only "a po'litical act, not a social revolution or
a nationalist uprising, or a combination of the two, with which we are so
familiar todayJ' In ihe Declaration of Independence, hitherto erroneorrsly
considered a'manifesto of revolution, the authors "were stating nothing
new"l and our revolutionary forefathers simply "were preserving old
rights, not asserting new ones."
From this rcading of the past, I\dr. Acheson draws support for the
present U.S. foreign policy of bulwarking a decrepit status quo. His article
is of interest in ihat it displays with particular plainness the connection
between the New Conservatism in historical writing and imperialist functioninE in world affairs.
Mrl Acheson has been an apt pupil, (he undoubtedly was an eager one)
in the New Conservatism school, but his lessons concerning the past werc

in the present

were pernicious.
Our nation begins with a transforming and precedent-shattering Revo'
lution; the true greatness of our country largely has depended,-in the past,
upo,n the efforts-of our people to realize fully the promises_of -that noble
beginning. Today, too, on this r83rd anniversary- of .our Declaration of
Independence, patriotism requires a break with the Acheson-Eisenhower
"Free World" fraud and Cold War diplomacy; it requires a re-dedication
as false as his activities

to winning for these United States "a decent resPect from the opinions
of mankind."

Art and ld.eology
By Sidney Finkelstein

Tnr nNrnusrAsrrc appreciation here Marxist view of the arts is most
in the United States for the gifted often confused with the sociological
musicians and dance groups that view. And so an examination of
have visited us from the Soviet the sociological approach, differenUnion, along with the rising respect tiating it irom the Marxist, is of
for Soviet achievements in science- special impo'rtance todaY, not so
two fields that to some minds are much to eiplain the cultural life of
mutually exclusive-has aroused considerable interest in the Marxist ap
proach to the arts and culture. For
the visitors possessed not only a consummate technicd equipment, but
also a quality known as "heartr" together with a veneration for a cultural past which the West likes to
consider peculiarly its own. It would
be hard to proYe at this moment

the Soviet Union as to helP clarifY
some basic questions as to what art
itself is and its place in societY.

that this humanist traditio,n and heritage is as secure in the West. Trav-

cated

HAUSER'S "SOCIAL HISTORY"

An

considerable American prestige is

the Hungarian-born,

in

the

German-edu-

art historian, Arnold Hauser.
In r95r the publication of his twovolume, The Social Hktory o'f Art

elers report that "Russia has more
musicians of one kind or another
than any country in the world."

(Faubion Bowers,

of the sociological
to the arts who has won

exponent

approach

(A. A. Knopf), aroused reviews here
ranging from the respectful to the cn-

thusiastic. In this book Elauscr
showed how the arts are a mirro,r
of the ways of life, customs and
manners of each agc, and change
their style as society ihanges. Hc

Satotrday

Rcuieur, February 28, 1959). Thcy
also report that it is a country of
book readers, who are familiar with
American writers and the classics of

showed that art has an economic li[c,

world literature.
An apparently bafling question
arises. Why should the Soviet Union
proclaim that the arts must aid in
the building of socialism, and as part
of this, bring to its populace the
riches of art created under feudal,
landlord and capitalist society?
Just as the Marxist view of history is most commonly mnfused
with economic determinism, so thc

for the artist rnust make a living,
sell his work or talents, and find
patrons. He recognized that a ruling class in society imposes on the
arts its own tastes, views, prejudiccs
and politics. Thc book was perme-

ated with thc gratifying ratiooality
which springs from a materialist ap
proach to society and history. And

implied throughout was the truth

3'
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United Statcs come of the book is that it did not
intellectual lifc flecs with fear or offcr any eflective challenge to the
horror; it is that one cannot be a prevalent views, which today are
truly educated person today with- fostering among artists a combinaout knowing Marx, and that Marx's tion of anti-social self-centeredness
discovcries are central to an under- and preoccupation with formal techfrom which

so much of

society.
niqucs. FIis approach to this was
thc prairc for thc book seems baslcally the sociological; namcly
strange in the light of the virtual that it is a necessary refection of our
and hostile conspiracy of silence that times.
standing of modern

' If

cxisrcd then, and exists now, in the
commercial ir.rr, r.grrding'Marxist HAUSER'S "PHILOSOPHY
oF ART"
literature, it',,,ry b. i.prri"'.J Lv ,ir.
fact that in addition to the author's In ry57 Hauser came ro the United

cruditio? and pungency States,- taking thc post of profcssor
gyle, he clearly disassociated him. of art history at Brandeis- Univerself from ryhaq wa9 going on cultur- sity. And now he has published anally in thc lands where Marxism was other book, The Phitoiophy of Art

impre_ssive
of-

bcing put_into practice and socialism History (Knopf, N. Y., $0;. tt is a
was actually being built. There was much-more tfieoretical treatise, takclosin_g ing up how arr history itseLf should
somc brief mention, in
-$9
He bJapproached. Cruciai questions are
chapter,, of
Soviet Uliot.
-the

said "the film is the only art in raiscd-, such as the relaiion of the
which Soviet Russia has any impor- arts to the ideological superstructure
tant achievements to its credit" in- of society, the judgment of greatcluding in this accomplishmeat only ness, the- natgre of-progress in the

the carly documentary-stylc films of arts, and indeed whetheithere is any
Eisenstein and Pudovkin. H. ig- such thing as progress in this realm.
nored wholly a,colossol cultural revo- To face up squaiely to these problution, the abolition of illiteracy, the lems brings about a crisis in the so.
-approach.
creation of a mass popular audience ciological
And in both
*prefacj -and
for the fine arts and literaturg, th9 the
the introductory
production of some great novels and chaptir, Hauser offers a criticism
of a remarkably rich and creative of the sociological approach, and an
music. Instead he presented _this affirmation that despite
-a its limitasweeping generalizationi "T!r.y tions, it must have placc in art
woul{ prefer to put back the his- th*ry along with various non-social
toricel standing of art to the level of views
the |uly monarchy," or in other
word! to the European r83o's and Att art is scidly conditioned, but
-r84o's. Another reason for thc wd- not cvcrything in art is dcfinablc in

ART AND IDEOLOGY
sociological terms. Abovc all, artistic
excellence

is not so definable; it

has
same

no sociological equivalent. The
social conditions c:rn give risc to valuable or to utterly valu"eless works, and
such works have nothing

in

common

but tendencies more or less irrelevant
from the artistic point of view. . . . If
sociology is unable to penetrate to the
ultimate secret of the-art of a Remb_randt, are we to refuse to probe into
the social preconditions of his art, and
so of the stylistic peculiarities that distinguish it from the art of the contemporary Flemish painters, notably Rubensl

What this is saying is that

the

sociological approach cannot explain

the unique and central quality of a
work of art, its beauty, and therefore

its

appeal

to

audiences

far

beyond

those that sponsored its birth and
whose tastes are refected in it. It
cannot explain greatness. In its description of changing styles, the minor artist can serve for illustration
as effectively as and sometimes more
so than the giant creator. Since

both to Hauser and perhaps most of
his readers, the sociological approach
coincides with Marxism, his selfcriticism becomes a criticism of the

Marxist view as well. This essay
will attempt to show the difierence
between the sociological and the
Marxist view of the arts. And in
both the introductory chapters and
the first main section of the book,
"The Sociological Approach: Thc
Concept of Ideology in the History
of Art," a central problem is raised.
It is the relation of art to the eco.
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nomic base and superstructure of
ideas

in

society.

ART AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
The famous statement of Marx on

base and superstructr.rre,, in the Preface to a Contribution to the Citique

of Political Econorny, is as follows:

In the

social production which mcn

caffy on they enter into definitc relations that are indispensable and independent of their will, relations of production which correspond to a dcfinitc
stage of development of their material
productive forces. Thc sum total of

these relations of production constitute the economic structure of society,
the real foundation, on which rises a
legal and political supcrstructurc and to
which correspond definite forms of so-

cial consciousness. The mode of pro-

duction of material lifc conditions thc
social, political and intellectual life pro-

It

ccss in general.
is not the consciousness of men that determincs their being,

but, on the contrary, their social being
that determines their consciousness. . ..

With the change of the economic foundation, the entire immensc superstnrcture is more or lcss rapidly transformed.

This Hauser develops into a theory

of art. He says that art was first
"a tool of magic." Then it bccarne, "an instrument of animistic
religion, used to infltrcncc good
and bad spirits

in the interest of thc

community." Then
and kings. And so,

it

exalted gods

Finally, in thc form of morc or

less
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open propaganda, it is cmployed in the
interests of a closc group, a clique, a
polrtlcal party, a social class, . . . The
artist, whose livelihood, with all his
hopes and _ prosp€cts, depcnds upon
such a social class, becomei quite unintentio-nally and unconsciously the
mouthpiece of his customers and patrons. . , . Marx, howevcr, was the fi}st
to formulate explicitly the conception
that sp_iritual values aie political weap

ons.. F{e taught that every spirituil
creationr_ every scientific notion, every
portrayal of reality derives from a cei-

tain particular aspoct of truth, viewed
from a perspective of social interest, and

is accordingly restricted and distorted.

What Hauser offers is a

subtle

distortion of Marx's thought, leading to the conclusion that since everyone must see reality in a "distorted"
way, nobody can know what truth
rcally is. As a result, a contradiction
arises, for works of art certainly
arrive at realities, and often disclose truths which clash with the
prejudices of a ruling class. And so
Hauser "corrects" Marx by inventing
a mystical "critical power" in the human mind.
But Marx neglected to note that we
wagc a continual war against such distorting tcndencies in our thought, that
in spitc of the inevitablc partialities
oJ our mental oudook, we do possess
the power of examining oui own
thought critically, and so correcting to

a ccrtain extent the
error of our views.

ART AND IDEOI,OGY
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one-sidedness and

To. bolster this, Hauser

much quoted (and abused) letter in

which Engels spoke of Balzac's "triumph of realisml" namely that although Balzac was politically a legitimist, he portrayed critically and accurately the weaknesses of the nobles
whose cause he took up, and t}re
strength of the republicans who
were on the opposite side.
What Hauser does not see is that
to Marx and Marxism, the discovery of realiry and the "distortions"
of ideologies are not the same thing.
On the contrary, they are in persistent opposition to one another. In
the same passage from Marx quoted
above, on the formation o{ superstructure, Marx says that when the
economic foundation of society-in
other words, reality---changes, it
comes into confict with the superstructure, and "men become conscious of this conflict and fight it
out." A new ideology replaces the
old, but the new has embraced certain realities. There is a real world
made up of non-human nature and
of people in society. It is a knowable world. People can discover its
makeup and its laws, which are the

laws of its motion and change.
Tlhere is such a thing as truth, ilthough the process of discovering it
will never be complete. Each prob
lem solved brings up new ones to
solve. But truth is established by
the fact that the laws of realitv.
when they are discovered and become
possession, enable people to

a social
quotes

Engels against Marx, referring io the

change reality. When the discovery of the structure of the atom
makes it possible for the atom to

be split, releasing tremendous stones
of energy, then the truth of the discovery is established. When the

Marxist discovery of the economic
laws of capitalism enable the continuing capitalist crises to be pre'
dicted, and make it possible for socialism to develop new laws that
allow it to fourish without crises,
then the truth of these laws is established, even though their very ap
plication by society brings about
changes that demand further theoretical investigation. Throughout
history the penetration of reality and
the formation of ideological systems
have been opposites, moving hand
in hand for relatively short periods.
Inevitably sharp antagonisms must
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flict finally reaching a
point. And

breaking
so a sweeping criticism

of the old superstructure, with
its ideas and institutions. The rising class carrying on this criticism,
did not formulatl the new ideologY
of a future society. It expressed its
arose

awareness

of

realities, and struggle

against exploitation, by re-interpreting the exiiting ideology, or drawing

,pon past ideologies. Thus even the
bourgeois-democratic revolutionaries

of tlie r8th century drew uPon the
authority of the Roman rePublic;
or in the American colonies, theY
demanded the "rights of Englishmen."

It is when a rising class be'

gins to take power and is faced with
the task of ieshaping societ/r replac-

ing old institutions with new ones,
that its full ideology takes shape.
And then this idmlogy comes into
discoveries
These
progress.
force in
are passed down from one age to conflict with the realities of a changthe next. Ideologies perish or are ing world. With the rgth century

arise between them, and it is the discovery of reality which is the motive

transformed when the social founda'

tion

changes.

ON CRITICAL REALISM
Balzac's critical realism sprang not,

as Hauser puts

it, from

some mYs-

terious critiial power in the mind,
but out of the contrast between ideology and the movement o{ real life,
especially apparent to one who is
actively engaged in the social currents and class struggles of real life.
In the past, such a conflict between
ideology and reality had always aris-

en afier an exploiting ruling class
consolidated its rule, with the con-

victories of capitalism, bringing about

-hanges
than had ever
more rapid
taken place in societY before, the
confict between ideology and reality
appeared almost immediatelY; - betwien the lofty principles with yhigh
the bourgeoiiie had abolished the
privileges of the feudal aristocracy,
wiped out a monarchy, Proclaimed a
republic, and the realities of the
world the bourgeoisie had brought
into being. And it is this contiast
that lies bihind Balzac's critical realism. Thus in the fust chaPter of
Euglnie Grandet, he describes how
thJ well-to-do cooper, Grandet, pur'
chased at a song some fine vineYards

fl'
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that had been confiscated from the

clergy, atter ry89

Since the people of Saumur were
["-r tor" b_eing ardent revolutionaries,
Monsieur Grandet was regarded as a
daring man, a republican, i man with
a propensity for new ideas: actuallv.
however, he merely had a propensiiy
for vineyards, He was appoiirted I
member of the administraiion of the
district of Saumur, and his pacific influence made itself felt both'ooliticallo
and commercially. Politically, he pro'tected the former aristocrati and'did
evcrything in his power to prevent the
sale of the property of thosl who had
Ieft the country; commercially, he sold

the republican armies one or iwo thousand barrels of white wine, in exchange
for which he received ro-e r,rpcib
meadows belonging to a commrinity

of nuns, which the government had
in reservl.
_ Clearly Balzac iq contrasting the
been keeping

high princip'les of republicanisrn,
raised in r78W3, with the bour-

geois chicanery and self-aggrandizement that followed almost immediatel.y. And Euglnie Grandet, along
with his other novels, shows how
in a generation this became a dominant way of bourgeois life. Balzac
himself was in the midst of the marketplace war, becoming a publisher
and going bankrupt.

ciple, asserting their noble "ideals"
when it profits them to do so, and at
other times asserting that one has to
be "practical" or "realistic." Others
refect this confict by raising counter ideologies, such ai reforrri movements-requesting the bourgeoisie to
Iive up to their principles-and
Utopian socialism, or even an idealization of the old aristocratic order.
The main importance of such counter ideologies lies in the real documentation they give of the profound dissatisfaction that exists. If
Balzac also raises such a fimsy
ideology, a visionary image of a return of a "principled" aristocracy,
he does it only to castigate further
his own class, which like so many of
the other bourgeoisie, he hates because he is involved in its perpetual
inner war. Such politically conservative ideas enter his novels through
the form of speeches and asides. Ttrus
in Euglnie Grandet he mentions,
in describing an old villa, "a time
when men and things still had that
quality of simplicity which French
manners and morals are losing day by
day." What he is saying is that since
the big bourgeoisie, seeking titles of
nobility, putting their sons and

daughters on the marriage auction

block to consolidate their fortunes
and estates, are acting like a groIDEOLOGY VS .REALITY
tesque perversion of the aristocracy,
Throughout the rgth century un- one might as well have the real
der capitalism the conflict rises in thing. His novels show of course
intensity between ideology and real- that he had no respect at all for this
ity. The upper bourgeoisie try to old aristocracy as he saw it in acsolve it by raising a pragmatic prin- tual life. The greatness of his novels
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lies in his real and critical docu- by the so<allcd thinker consciously, in'
mentation of bourgeois life, doing decd, but with a false consciousncss.
this as an artistl that is, he showed The real motives impelling him remain
how the new social and economic unknown to him, otherwise it would
all.
conditions were reshaping human not be an ideological process at
Hence he imagines false or apparent
psychology and personality down to
motives, Because it is a proccss of
the most intimate relations of love, thought he derives both its form and
marriage and family, creating a new its content from pure thought, either
kind of people.
his own or that of his predecessors.
The contrast between the present
realities of bourgeois life and the
Engels is not saying here what
lofty principles advanced when it Hauser thinks he is, namely that
came to power, is the essence of everybody sees things distortedly or
critical realism. It is found in a falsely. He is saying that every ideolhost of rgth century writers, includ. ogy, by its very nature, ignores the
ing, in our country, Cooper, Melville, actual relation between reality and
Mark Twain and Dreiser, all of thought. An ideology is formed
whom arrived at times at illusory not as a depiction of reality in its
and even baikward philosophical change and movement, but as a selfor political conclusions, without this contained system, which those who
eliminating the documentation they hold it regard as confirmed because
of its apparent inner consistency and
gave of real life.
Hauser does not touch upon so- logic. The character of every ideolcialist realism in either of his books. ogy is that it attempts to be such a
A grasp of this and its possibilities consistent, static, all-embracing, unrests upon an understanding which changing system. It may be a philohe does not seem to have of the re- sophical system. It may be a relation between ideology and reality. ligious theology. It may be a moral
For socialist realism is radically dif- system that claims it has an absoferent. It employs the view of dia- lute touchstone for whether an act
lectic and historical materialism. is good or evil, regardless of the
And the essence of this is that it is changing conditions of life; a legal
not an ideology but opposed to all system which claims that it has an
absolute touchstone for "perfect juv
ideologies.
Hauser, in discussing superstruc- tice," regardless of classes and class
ture and ideology, refers to the pas- antagonism; a governmental system
sage on "false consciousness" in a which claims that it has attained
letter by Engels to Mehring (|uly a perfect harmony of interests, and
so need no longer be subject to aL
r4, 1893):
terationsl an aesthetic system which
Ideology is a process accomplished claims that it has found, in such

'li
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principles as "design," "balancer"
"unity,' "the relation of parts to the clusion, and ends with a compromise.
whole," a perfect touchstone with Thus in respect to ideology, he first
which to decide whether a work of describes it as "distortion" and ends
art is good or not. An ideology of- by accepting it as necessary and good.
fers itself as eternal truth, just as
Is a work of art not a Utopia, the
a ruling class in each stage of society
regards its status as the summation gratification of a need that finds exSuch
of all human progress and its rule as pression in an ideologyl
tion, he refuses to carry

ordained for all time.

To Marxism, there is aiways a distinction hetween ideologies and "real,
positive knowledge of the world."

The discoveries of science, for example, are not ideologies, or superstructural. They may be woven into
ideologies. Thus the discoveries of
science, culminating in the physics of
Isaac Newton, helped explode the
medieval theology with its belief in
miracles and witchcraft. Newton
and his contemporaries proiected a
different theology, which conceived
the universe as a gigantic machine
set up by God and running itself.
Each new ideology, or revision of an
old one, has to embrace the commonly accepted discoveries of reality,
for only thus can it appear to be
"true." But out of the very use of
these discoveries, others are made,
which come into conflict with the

(sociological) analysis reminds us that
the ideological entanglement of our consciousness also has its good side. It con'
firms the suspicion that desire to be
free of all ideology is just a variant of
the old idea of philosophical salvation,
which promised the human spirit access to a meta-historical, supernatural;
secure world of absolute, eternal values. . . History is a dialectical controversy between ideology and the ideal
of truth, between willing and knowing, the desire to alter things and the
awareness

ART A}ID IDEOIOGY

to its con-

of the inertia of things.

The statement about the "desire
to be free of all ideologies" seems
to be inspired by a passage in Engel's Feuerbach:,

With all philosophers it is precisely
the "system" which is perishable; and
for the simple reason that it springs
from an imperishable desire of thc
human mind-the desire to overcorne
all contradictions. But if all contranew ideology as well.
dictions are once and for all disposed
thought
Hauser
as
in
social
)ust
does not carry his historical mate- of, we shall have arrived at so-called
truth. World history will bc
rialism so far as socialism, he simi- absolute
at an end,
larly carries his dialectical thought
just so far and no further. The
And so to Marxism, humanity will
efiect is like, a wave striking a bar- never arrive at absolute, final truth.
rier and recoiling back. Beginning Every contradiction resolved will
with what appears to be a valid posi- bring up new contradictions. But

how different Engels' view is from
Hauser's dreary picture of an endless
shuttling back and forth, between
false ideologies and unattainable
"ideal truths." Thus Engels proceeds:

As soon as we have once realized
that the task of philosophy thus stated
means irothing but the task that a
single philosopher should accomplish
that which can only be accompliihed
by the entire human race in its pro.
gressive development-as soon as we
realize that, there is an end to all philosophy in the hitherto accepted sense
of the word, One leaves alone "abso-

lute truth," which is

unattainable

along this path by any single individual; instead one pursues attainable relative truths along the path of the positive sciences, and the summation of
their results by means of dialectical

thinking. . . . He (Hegel) showed us
the way out of the labyrinth of systems
to real positive knowledge of the
world.

ON DIALECTICS
And so when Marxism foresees the
end of ideology, it does not mean, as
Hauser thinks, the attainment of, "absolute uuth." It means the end of
static, closed systems. In this sense

dialectical materialist philosophy is
not a system or an ideology but an
enemy of systems and ideologies. It
enables people to think in terms of
the laws of movement and change
that generate in the real world. Already in the socialist countries this is
an integral part of education. And
while one cannot say that this way of

,+3

thought is the possession of all the

population, the fact remains that a
iriticism of itself and its institutions
is 'built into the very processes of
socialist thought. An integral part
of its legal, governmental and economic stiuctuie is the provision made
for its continual change, with the
replacement of old by new. Socialist
society in its short historyr despite
the great burden of economic backwardness

despite

with which it started, and
invasions, has gone

two

through more rapid,

progressive

changes than any other society

in

a

comparable time, has produced a
flourishing science and art, and now
projects confidently new vistas of
change and growth.

Truth lies only in living reality
and its process of change. Thus,
dialectical materialism embodies
trurth, in that it is an accurate des-

cription of the laws of changing real-

ity, not standing above but coinciding with the sciences, bringing them
together into an over-all view, help
ing them to move forward, enabling
people to act with a consciousness of
the make-up and movement of the
real world. It brings a real body of
knowledge to the possession of people, and provides for the continual
expansion of this knowledge. What
happens in the real world is primary
to it. To ideologists, however, truth
lies in the closed system of thought
itself.

Thus, diflerent religions claim to
be "true religious"l different philosophies claim to be "true philoso-

phies.'l Familiar is the outcry of the
bewildered young student, piesented
with rival sysrems: "Whai shall I
believe

l"

Marxism may take on this aspect
of an ideology'when, as has soinetimes happened, it is turned into
dogma. Engels, however, referring
to Marx and himself, said, of .orrr.I
"Our doctrine is not a dogma b,ut a
gui-de
19 action." Lenin qiroted this

.and added: "This classical statement
stresses with remarkable force and
expressiveness that aspect of Marxism which is constantly being lost

sight of. And by losing sight-of it,
we turn Marxism into somethine
one-sided, disfigured and lifeless;

wi

{elrir. it of its living soul" (Certain
Features

of the Historical

Dcuelop-

rnent ol Marxism.)
Marxists sometimes will think of
Marxism, of dialectical materialism,
as a "true ideology." It is, however,
a guide and a method to the discov-ery of a truth which is constantly
unfolding new aspecrs and problemi.
Thus, Mao Tse-tung has written:
Practice, knowledge, more practice,
rnore knowlodge, and the repetition

ad infinitum of this cylic pattein, and

with each cycle the elevation of the
content of practice and knowledge to

a
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higher level-such

is thc

whole

.epistemology of dialectical materialism,
such is its theory of the unity of knowl.edge and action (Oz Practice).

ART AND TRUTH

a certain amount
,of truth in art. "It would be wrong
Hauser admits

to deny art all claim of achieving
truth, to deny that it can make a
valuable contribution to our knowledge of the world and of man." But
from this point on he flounders, for
to explain what the truths of art
are, he would have to enter the non-

sociological realm of beauty and
form. And so he falls into a compromise, by which the truths of art
have a unique quality of being valid
for one person, and not for another,
and so are beyond any kind of argument.

The fact that the insights gained
by art often so quickly go out of currency and never really secure universal
acceptance does

not trouble us in the

least. We regard them as uncommon-

ly, often indeed uniquely, valuable interpretations of life, not as objectively
compulsive, demonstrable or evcn,
properly speaking, arguable propo.si-

. . . We can be completely overwhelmed by a work of art, and yet
tions.

quite rrconciled to the fact that it leaves
other men, who are our spiritual neighbors, unmoved.

But this is only a half-truth. Cer-

tainly people will always differ as
to their preferences among artists
and works of art. And each age rewrites the history of the arts, with
a certain shifting of values and discovery of hitherto unrecognized

greatness. But the great artists, from
a Sophocles, Shakespeare and Michelangelo to a Beethoven, Dickens and

Tolstoi, remain great. There

are

objective standards.

To

understand artistic

truth

we

havc to scc that rcality does not con-

sist of a definite "outer world" on
t}rc one hand and a perceiving, refecting human being, recording this

outer world, on the other. Reality
consists of people actively and socially

cngaged in working with thc world
of nature, and transforming it. As
they carry on the labor process,

changing the world, adapting it to
human use, they both discover the
make-up of the world and changc
themselves. Marx writes on the labor process in Capital: "By thus acting on the external wodd and changing it, he (man) at the same time
changes his own nature. He develops his powers and compels them
to act in obedience to his sway."
Art is a product of human beings
in society. It employs all the socially created means for refecting
or thinking about reality, such as
spoken or written language, the
sheping or modelling of clay, stone,
metd end wood, drawing and the
handling of color, thc organization
of human movement, the arrangement of patterns of sound, in order
to give objectivc form to man's consciousness of himself and his .h*ging relations to the outer world of
pcople and nature. Its spccial and
esscntial quality is its beauty. Bcauty
is the awareness of thc dcvelopment
of t}re senses, as they havc grown in
responsc to thc continudly advancing discovery of thc richncss of the
crternal world. Wc can call this
dcvelopmcnt of the scnscs a product
of thc humanization of thc rcal
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world. There is fust the humani.
zation of nature. Through the labor process the sccrets of naturc are
progressively discovcred, its laws are
revealed to become instruments for
human progress, and thc mind is cnriched hy the disclosure of its manifold scnsuous qualitics.
There is secondly thc humaniza'
tion of human relations. With the
progressive conficts in and reorganizations of society carried on by pce
ple, there is a progressivc discovery,
understanding and masteqr of the
laws governing the organization of
society. Human rclations bccome
more "human" in thc sense that destructive antagonisms arc replaced
by kinship and understanding, and
through cooperation the individual
is enabled to develop more freely.
Each stage in the humanization
of the external world, including both
non-human nature and society, is a
stage in the growth of the human
being, an enlargement of the scope
of individual life, an awareness of
a step towards freedom, and e
growth of the senses. Thc eyes
"open upr" so to speak. The individual grows by continually rediscovering himself in the outer world
and in other pcople. The esthetic
emotion, the recognition of beauty,
is the consciousness of this leap in
human powers. The history of thc
arts is a record of the successive
stages in the humanization of realitn revealing the constant changc
and expansion of thc awarcners of
b."rty to includc cver nctv ubiea

matter and new aspects of familiar
subject matter.

RECOGNIZING BEAUTY

The recognition of beauty is a
peculiady human response, but it is
at the same time a response to something real, existing in t}re world, and

material. The work of art itself,
it is created, becomes an "obiecg" part of the external world.
But it is a unique kind of obiect,
different from something found in
once

naturg and not intended

as a replica,

pictorial or otherwise, of something
in nature. It is an object every part
of which has been shaped by tlie human hand and mind, and the rccognition of it as a thing of beauty is
at thc same time a recognition of the
human prcsence implicit in it. It
represents the consciousness of the
humanization of the external world,
taking concrcte, crystallized shape.
By saying that we recognize a human
prcseoce within it, we mean that it

involves

a human image. Even

a

piecc of flottery, a landscapc painting,

a work of music,

embodies thus a
human image, or human portrait, for
it prcscnts a pcculiaily human

growth and response to nature and
social
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[fc.

in thc same wodd and

are facrd

with the same problems. The typicality of a human image in art tells
us that people are shaped not only
by dreir desires and by their dealings
with lifc but by life's dealings with
them. And since art works with
languages and skills that in their
simple, basic form are a common
social possessior5 the audiences can
"read" the work of art and make its
discovery, its "humanization" process, their own.
Once art has opened people's eyes
and mind to the qualities of peoplc
and nature, this revelation can be
permanendy theirs. It becomes part
of their thoughts and perceptions,
and scrves to create a greater intimacy between themselves and the
real world about them. The revelations provided by art thus become a
common social possession. Society
in the long run accepts only what
serves it, only what is real and trug
only what enables it to live and
grow, for otherwise it perishes. And
so, with the passage of time, greatness, seemingly a capricious or sub
jective judgment in its own time,
takes on the character of objective
rruth.

The transformations which art has
brought about in people are a stage
in growth which cannot be turned

The essential quality of a human
in art is that it is backward without destruction. Once
both individud and typical. It ap a deeper, more liberating view of
pears to bc a distinctive aspect of human beings becomes establishcd,
individual life. But at the same time any statement of a less advanccd
it rcvcals what pcoplc share in com- view becomes obviously false and
mon due to the fact that thcy livc backward, or grotesque. like a perimage or portrait
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pro-

ideologically inspired, diaated by th"

claiming that those who work with
their hands are not human beings,
or denying the preciousness of human life. The content of art is its

religious institutions of the time out
of which drama grew, are certain of
the dramatic conventions, whiih
seem dated to a later age. What
remain valid are the realisms; such
things as t}re portrait of Oedipus the
king, dedicaied to the welfare of
his people but dominating them like
a tyrant, arrogant, contemptuous of
others, confident in his own powers,

son today mouthing racism,

truth of life, or in other
words, its contribution to social consciousness. The form of art is the
structure of the work of art itself.
It employs all the special skills, materials and s€nsuous reflections of the
discovered

outer world that are part of its tools
and techniques. The unity of content and form is established by the
fact that every step in the all-over
construction of a work is guided and
controlled by the artisCs thinking

about the special prob,lem which he
has taken up from life and which
he illuminates in his work.

In the development of t}re arts,
there has been a constant opposition
between the forward movement of

suspicious of plots and conspiracies
against him, strong in will, certain

that the unaided can solve everything defeated by forces which he
himself has set in motion with entirely different intentions, and preserving his dignity in defeat. He is
a typical figure of the kind that led
and shaped Greek society in Sophocles' own age, and he is part of our
social ancestry. For Greek society
to be able to see itself obfectively
even to this extent indicates how
great a leap in freedom was taken in
real life, with the discovery that

the exploration of reality and t}e
pressurc of ideologies. The further
the work of art is removed from
reality, the weaker becomes its ar- human beings could begin to wresde
tistic quality. In any single work of consciously with thc problems of
art, it is impossible physically to sepa- shaping society, if not able to solve
ratc the truths from the ideological them.
elements. This can be done only by

critical appreciation, the

audience

bringing to bear its own knowledge
of real life and history. Thus in
viewing today a classic Greek drama
like Sophoclel King Oedipus, an
audience is not likely to be moved
by the ideology, with its portrayal
of gods shaping human affairs, and
their cryptic oracles and prophecies,
their pestilences and caprices. Also

FREEDOM AND ART

A weakness of the sociologrcal ap
proach is that it is not social enough.
It does not keep its eye fixed on thc

underlying drama of the develop
ment of human freedom. A stage
of freedom can be secn in primitive
society, in the first steps to master
the forces of nature. It takes a nevv

/tE
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form in antagonistic class society. A
But what made Rembrandt so tirising class carries forward the pro- tanic a figurci To answer tfiis wt
ductive forccs, but as it consolidates must plunge deeper into the undcrits rule, it sees its own freedom as lying movement and confict in sodependent on the slavery or exploita- ciety. Hauser writes about the "intion of others, and cannot see those creasing affuence of the population"
it exploits as human, kin to itself. but misses the other side of this, the
And the suuggles of the exploited for increasing poverty and exploitation
freedom appeer to the rulers as their of the working people on land and in
frustration. When there are no an- town. FIe misses both the exaltation
tagonistic classes, each stage in the of the national revolutionary strugsocial conquest of nature will bring gle for Dutch independence, unita further leap in freedom for all so- ing all social classes but the top feuciety. It is on this level, that of the dal lords, and the moral crisis
devclopment of human freedom, dnt brought about by Dutch mercantile
thc social content of art is madc most capitdism, with its mercenary trade
clear. On this level the dcepcst wars, colonial plunder and slave
drivcs, ycarnings, frustrations and vic- trade. What lifts Rembrandt above
tories of the human being-thc com- the main body of talented contemplex forces making up psychology- porary Dutch painters is that he is
unite with the complicated surface conscious of thesc deeper social probmanifestations of social life, with its lems. And so he stops painting porchanges of governments, its political traits that fatter the wealthy. Infactions, wars, and ideological com- stcad, when he paints them at all,
bats. On this level "private" and he shows them as deeply troubled
"public" life join hands, and inner in psychology. And he turns to the
conficts are seen as refections of "nobodies" of societn the poor, the
common people, the beggars, showouter ones.
Thus in discussing Rembrandt, in ing them as people equal to the rich
The Social History of Art, Hauser in psychological depth and humanwrites about the conditions which ity. In his recreations of bible story,
afiected Rembrandt as well as t}re done solely after his own interpreother r7h century Dutch painters; tations, he discovers the same lessons.
the rise to power in the state of the And tliis profound discovery of the
commercial middle class, the prefer- humanity and kinship to all people
ence for smaller paintings and for of the poor and "nobodies" is Remunpretentious scenes of everyday life, brandt's great revelation of a humani
the new marketplace insecurity of zaion of human relations born out
the artist, the growing subjectivism of the Dutch revolution, that has
characteristic of the "baroque" style. impressed itself on subsequent social
All this is true.
consciousness. Thc power to turn

ART AND IDEOISY
all the technique of color and drawing, recreating the interplay of light
and shade, organizing every element
of imagery, to disclose these psychological conficts, showing people with
all the hard lines that life has engraved on their faces and bodies, yet
strong, monumental, kin to the onlooker and in this sense beautiful,
makes for his greatness of form.
OBIECTIVITY IN ART

If there is truth in art, there must
also be falsity. Since Hauser does
not see clearly what artistic truth is,
he denies that it has any obiective
character. "A work of art is not
'correct' or 'incorrect' in the way a
scientific theory is; it cannot properly
speaking be termed either true or
false." What he alludes to is the
fact that an artist is "true to himself." But falsity enters art in many
ways. It enters when the artist allows an ideology to stand in the way
of his own investigations of reality.
The ideology presents him with set
procedures, with fixed subjects or
ways of doing things, that are really

fixed ways of seeing life.

Falsity also enters when an artist
ignores what society has made it possible for him to know, makes subiectivity a philosophy of life and art,
sees reality as unreal, chaotic, formless and irrational, and describes the
entire world as if it were the walls

understandable

19

but really

does not

say anything, does not illuminate any
sides of life, change its beholders and

add to their growth, the subjectivist
art can speak from the heart, but
repeats its own questions and its own

unrest, over and over. This has
a dead end, both of subjectivity and formlessness, in figures
like T. S. Eliot, Kafka, Kandinreached

sky, Schoenberg, Webern, Mondrian,

Gertrude Stein, the American abstract-expressionist painters. Nor is
the weakness of form made any different by the fact that Eliot, in Four
Qamtetu, will repeat motifs in imitation of a fqgue in music, Mondrian will create a seemingly logical
form out of rectangles that leave out
everything of real life, and Schoenberg will develop the arbitrary techniques of the twelve-tone system.
What happens is only that subjectivity becomes an ideology, a militant irrationality and world view,
producing its olvn formalisms.
In the art of both past and present, one cannot set up an absolute
separation between true and false
works ofp0rt. There are many mixtures. But this only means that there
must also be a body of living criticism, not idolatry, which acts as an
intermediary berween the artist and
the real life of the public. The purpose of criticism is to accelerate the
process by which society takes from
art what it finds to be true and
therefore useful, a contribution to its
own consciousness of its real exist-

of his own lonely, self<rected prison. As against an academic or formdist art which seems clear and ence.

0n Communist Party History
By R. Palme
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A significant part of thc onti*Iarist battle that reaction lnges, is the
campai{n io dkircdit Commanist Parties by amious "obiectiue-'historic!';
,

;n tiisZitunt y therc hwc bem seaeral, as those lrom th1 pcys of Theodotc
DraPet, Iruiig Howc, Record lililson. Abtoad, too, thk phenomcnon- ap'
pcars, and niw Great Britain hos bcm blessed with one of these -products.
it k'andyzcd below by the ilistinguished Bitish Communist scholar attd.
leader, i, Pol*, Duti, cdhor ol 'I\e Labour Monthly, u'here this essay
first appearcd. Comrade Dutt tecently undetwen, opcrations on his eycs;
b*r rr'oilns will be happy to ftnow thit his rccoaery has becn aery good.The Editor.

Tnr rnur HIsroRy of Socialism and Union. He always said: "Futurc gen;
the Socialist working-class movement erations. would..reap. a..rich reward
ro be written from what we did todav"'

il Bri;i; i

".iiit?ty
victory.. . Whcn
before the final

that

I did not have the privilege of pertime comes, values wi!! bc chaoged. sonally knowing Tom C"iiow. but
Men and women in all parts of the I havi known hlundreds of men and
country who have to"glt! truly..with- women in every part of the country
out reward or reco.gnition will re- fike this .o*r"i.. Their life history
ceive a respect which will be denied has been in every way a moving
go many who today may strut more record of couragg honesty, loyaliy
large upon $e st1Se.
- to their fellow human beings, hard-

At the time when this book*_ of
Mr. Pelling, purporting to give a history- of the .Communist Party, was
read to me (for I had not yet recovcred_th9 use_of-my eyes), I also had
the Daily Worfter-and asked_first, as
always, to be read the. classified advertiiements, from which _ one can
learn of ,what goes.on.in the movement. There was the following:

ship, victimization and defrivation,
bor^ne without complainini-"".pii
and unsung. For them t[ere hive
been no rJwards save to serve: no
easy careers, parliamentary prospecrs,

o. pickings or preis^gloiification, though alT awailing i-n abundanie any"one of them iriho would
only say'the word of beuayal and
p^s ou.r. The glory of the record
of
such men and yoTto in gu1 ti1e,
Dcath. The Blackburn Branch c.P.
been the heart ot the olcl
regrets to announce the passing of :rno-have
Socialist
movement,
and who have
fi---C".f"* Gi lS-y;"[).- F1;
J",ior, ,rr.*ber' of'-thi Communist composed the strength of the Compartv and a lifelone member and ex- munist Party, or in the militant move-the
local weavers'
ecutivc member of
--.rrrBr-itkb

!;'$.1\."^"

office

*.ll#"*l1i',*3',?,:h,ff:f.*
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other"wise sordid and cynical period
of a corrupt society in iecay.
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RECORD OF FORTY YEARS

the support of the b'an on arms to

Consider the record of these forty
All that is remembered and
celebrated with pride and honor by

Spanish democracy; the god-speed to

years.

the entire labor movement

today,
during these past four decades of the
foundation and existence of the Com-

munist Party, sr:ph as the lolly

George which prepared the way for
the Councils of Action; or Red Fri-

day and the industrial militant upsurge which prepared the heroic class
solidarity of the General Strike; the
Unemployed Hunger Marches

Munich; or Bevin's sell-out of Britain to the United States: all these
have stemmed from those who have
been most prominent in opposing and
denouncing Communism.
Such is the already proved histori.
cal record during these forty years
of the long-term significance of communism and anti-communism in the

British working-class movement,

in this initial phase-for we are
still in the phase of the advance to
the socialist revolution in Britainwhile the Communist Party is still
small, still universally execrated, derided and regularly declared at the
point of death by all the representatives of wealth and privilege and

even

(banned at the time by the T.U.C.
and Labor Party until the support
of the movement compelled a
change); the barring of the road
to Mosley; the first for Spanish democracy and the role of the International Brigadel the at first lone stand their paid servants and scribes.
against Munich; the campaign for A CARICATURE OF HISTORY
tf,e Second Frontl the smashing of
Of this living reality of the Comthe wage-freeze atter the war; or the
Party, whether in its human
munist
battle
against
isolated
at first almost
the American military domination terms, or in its political and historical
of Britain and nuclear warfare now significance, no trace will be found
taken up on a widely extended front in this narrow conventional police
but stil[ to be wonl all these have novelette, industriously compiled
time and again sprung-not in terms from the standpoint of TransPort
of some seitional claim, but bY the House and Scotland Yard, with the
demonstrable facts and dates of the aid of the fictions and garbage of all
record-from the initiative of the the informers, agents and kindred
Communists and the Communist sources solemnly treated as gospel, by
this academic Don, remote from anY
Party.
with the working<lass strugcontact
Similarly all that is todaY rememundersranding of Socialism
gle
or
the
bY
anger
and
bered with shame
or
Revolution.
betraYal
the
movement:
labor
whole
|ohn Gordon, cditor of the Sun'
of the General Strike; the ignomini'
Express, told the Press Commis'
day
ous collapse of the second Labor Gov'
thit it was a remarkable thing
sion
of
the
over
ernment and the passing
you had an item in a PaPer
if
that
Toryisml
to
leaders
principal Labor
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about an event in which you had
taken part, the item always got the
facts wrong. If this happens to ordinary reporting on every-day events,
how much more must it be expected
to happen on a subject on which normal standards of accuracy or verifying evidence are regarded as superfluous, and the attitude o{ superior
contempt and scorn by pygmies is
regarded as obligatory in the polite
orthodox worldl Simple confusions
and errors of facts or dates, such as
could be freely cited from the pages
of this book, can happen to any historian. But when I read in Mr. Pelling the account of any ePisode in
wf,i.h I might happen to have had
some direct knowledge and connection, I found myself transported into
a strange new world which bore
litde relition to the elementary facts.
FOUNDATION OF THE PARTY

A few

simple examPles' First, the

foundation of the Party. It might
have seemed natural and obvious
that, since the strongholds of the organized industrial working class, of
working-class socialist consciousness

and militancy: wer€ at that time in
the centers of mining and heavY industrv in Scotland and South Wales,
'should provide the main initial
basis and leading elements of a revo'
lutionary proletarian party' But such
simole ixblanations would never be
,um.i.rrt io satisfy the detective inthese

senuity of ]r{r. Pelling, for whom
Ihes. il.*.t ts represent "the Celtic
fringc."
Similarly with regard to the young-

er

revolutionary intellectuals who
joined in the foundation of the new
Party. These "joined of course for
no other reason than that they admired the success of the Russian Bolsheviks in accomplishing their revolution" (p. ,Z). Nonsense, Mr. Pellirg. These youngsters were certainly representative of a section of
a new generation highly disrespectful
to established institutions and their
Ieaders, including the dominant sections of the labor movement. But
they had already broken their infant
teeth in the old socialist movement,
whether in the semi-revolutionary
upsurge before the first world war,
the old rebel pre-rgr4 Daily Herald,
or the battle of the socialist minority which remained faithful to the
principles of socialist internationalism in the first world war. Personally, I had had experience of one
military and two civil prisons and
had been sent down (expelled) from
Oxford for the crime of propaganda
for Marxism before any Bolshevik
Revolution had taken place. Indeed,
in ]une, rgr7, I had moved and carried a resolution at a joint meeting
of Student Societies that a second
Socialist Revolution would be necessary in Russia, if the counter-revolution were not to conquer, and that
we should pledge support to the coming second Socialist Revolution. We
called ourselves communists and pro-

claimed the aim of the dictatorship
of the proletariat before most of us
had anything but the most fragmentary knowledge about Lenin or the

Bolsheviks.

We did not

become
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in March, r9zz. What hap-

communists because we supported
the Russian Revolution. We supported the Russian Revolution because we were already communists.

ence

EARLY YEARS

pointment of such a Commission
from non-E.C. and non-official members of the Party ("should be elected
by the Executive not from its own
members or Head Office sta"ff"), witlr
full powers to go into all questions
of the Party's work. This resolution
was the expression of an insurgent
rank-and-file dissatisfied with the existing situation and with the majority of the existing leadership regarded as mainly representative of
the old sects. The resolution was
carried at the Congress against the
opposition of the Executive by 8Z
votes to 38.
It was of course a preposterous and

Then the early years of the Party.
The political leadership and campaigning of these years disappears
from view. Attention is concentrated
on the internal Party development,
which had its importance, but only
in a wider context. These were the
years of the transition from the initial basis of the amalgamation of the
old Socialist sects to a more efiective basis of organized mass work,
facing outwards to the broad labor
movement, with development of
democratic machinery for the election
of the Executive by the Congress,
organized unity of action alongside
democratic discussion, and similar
innovations.

Mr. Pelling tries to transform this
development into a kind of mysterious Cbmintern plot operated bY a
special Comintern representative acting through a Commission of three.
HE states-that "at a special conference of the British PartY in March,
rg22, aCommission of three mem$ers
was appointed to translate the Comintern instructions into recommenda-

pened at the St. Pancras Conference

A resolution, or
rather amendment, was carried
against the Executive for the ap-

was very difierent.

outrageous Congress decision to carry
in any mature and developed Party,

in fact equivalent to a decof war on the existing Executive. But these were still the
teething times of the Party. The
and was

laration

b,attle between the Commission and
the representatives of the older leadership continued for some time, and

was even intensified when the next
Congress at Battersea in October,
rgzz, not only adopted all the Commission's recommendations but also
elected two of its members at the

tions for re-shaPing the British
Partv" and that "to assist them in
theii work they had, as Comin- head of the poll for the first natern special representative in Bric tionally elected Executive in front
of the older and better-known leadain, Mlchael Borodin" (P. ,r).
The
ers. There may well have been
every
ivtong in
Particular.
aF
some
natural resentment and a little
not
was
three
of
Commission
pointed by the St. Pancras Confer- conservatism from the side of some

of the older leaders, and a good deal
of crudeness and intolerance from
the side of the young insurgents,
especially when they saw the rneasures they advocated sweep forward
with the beginning of organized

work to assist the

advance

of

the

broad labor movement, and an accompanying sixfold increase in the
circulation of the Party organ within
a few months, thus laying the foundation for a broad leftward advance
in the general labor movement. But
Borodin? Between Borodin and the
Commission there was no contact

everything that happens in the British Party is dictated by Moscow, is
a hundred miles away from what

really happened.
MORE FICTIONS

In the same way every episode rccorded in this book could be instructively contrasted with the actual
facts. One gem worth noting is when
he describes the Workers' and Peasants' Party of India, built up by the
Indian Communists and also with
Indian militant trade union leaders

and left Congressmen, as a "satellite" of the British Communis Party. He ignores the fact that the Indian Communists had already been
demagogic success in sweeping the through their baptism of fire in the
Party, and that certain measure of Cawnpore conspiracy trial launched
confict with the older and tested against them by the first Labor Govleadership, may have aroused sor.ne ernment, just as the Meerut trial
apprehension among the more ex- was launched by the second Labor
perienced heads in other Parties in the Government. The role of an honinternational movement. And in- ored working-class fighter like Ben
deed the succeeding international con- Bradley who, after serving on the
ference in 1923, to consider the "Eng- London District Committee of the
lish crisis" with the aid of rePre- Amalgamated Engineering Union,
sentives of other Parties, served to and with all the responsibilities of
restore the balance and save the old a leading official career before him,
leadership who had begun to be preferred to go where the battle was
openly t[reatened with wholesale re- hardest and hottest, to assist the
whatever. Very much on the con.
trary. The sudden eruption of this
revolt from below, with its apparent

moval.
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Past now. The
parties especially in

Ail this is long

true history of
the early stages, can sometimes go

young Indian trade union movement,
and stood in the dock with the Indian working-class leaders to receive
his sentence of rz yearsl transporta-

tion from a British iudge, was an
immortal example of international
working-class solidarity, still loved
and cherished by the Indian workers, which would be a closed book
Pelling, with his one idie fixe that to Mr. Pelling.
through'such mixed episodes, i-n the

.or.rJ of which the

Personal ele'
at the time,
emphasized
appears
ment
but thiough which the PartY all the
time goeJ forward. Brlt Pgor I.vtr,

It would take too long to chase all
the plain errors of fact, confusions
or distortions which litter the pages
of Mr. Pellings book. De Leon did
not found the I.W.W. (or Industrial Workers of the World) (P. r).
The account of "two British Communist Parties" in the summer of. tgzo
(p. ,r) is unaware of the role of
the Communist Labor PartY in Scotland. The capture of two secret Police agents hiding under the Platform in the Reheirsal Theatre, Bedford Street, in tgz4 did not take place
"where the Pariy Executive was due
to hold a meeting" (P. z9), but
where a London District Conference
of the Party was in session. It did
not orecede the Labor Government
(p. ,q) but took place under Arthur
Ii.od.rron as Home Secretary, and
the Party organ published-copies of
extracts-of ihe secret police notebooks (containing laborious notes of
private talks

of

PartY

members

marked "Official Secret"), and challeneed Henderson to prosecute. The
desiription of the formation of the
Unitei Mineworkers of Scotland as
a "breakaway" (P. 56) ignores th^e
preceding action of the reformist offiiirlt in iefusing to accept the result
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an imaginary figure from the wtiter's

consciousness (p. r2o), but
rgrooo, representing the first stage

inner

of the rise from r/,7oo before the
war to zz,7oo by the end ot ry4r.
Gallacher was never General

Sec-

retary of the Party (p. rr3). The
statement that the defeat of revisionism at the 25th Cbngress was
due to the fact that "with the representation of the Executive and of
the District Committees Congress
was always heavily weighted in the
direction of the ofrcial line" (p. rZ8)
ignores the plain fact that E.C. members had no voting powers, the
twenty-one District Committees z
votes each, and that of the 547 delegates with voting powers 5oS or ga
per cent were branch delegates directly elected by the branches. It
would require a very odd men'tality
to regard this as "weighting" of the
votes in favor of the leading committees. If the representation and
voting power at Labor Party Conferences were similarly based, in resp€ct
of over nine-tenths of the delegateg
on direct election of delegates by the
local organizations of the rank and
file membership from below, it is
probable that the resulting policy and

of democratic elections. The solid leadership of the Labor Party would
mass resistance of the working peo- be very different from what it is toole of East London, which saved d^Y'
Lorrdoo from Mosley and his thugs, FIVE FATAL FLA*S
with police aid, dominating -the - - streets of London as Hitler had More important than pursuing dedominated Berlin, is described as a tail errors or distortions is to connolicv to "match disorder with dis. sider why Mr. Pelling has so signally
ird.i.,' The membership of the Par- failed, despite all his industrious
ty in )une, r94r, was not "probably" documentation, to understand his
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subiect or give anything approaching
a correct record. In his previous work
on the Labor Party he had shown
capacity. Something else has got in
the way. Five fatal faws, arising
from a hopelessly indoctrinated cold
war oudook accepting all the dogmas

of the Foreign Ofice and Transport
House as gospel truth, have paralyzed his faculties.

Fira Faul Flau. His blind acof the official dogma that

ceptance

the British Communist Party,like all

Communist Parties, must

be

re-

garded as an offshoot and instrument

man agents" rioting on "German
gold." He repeats all the stories
about "Russian gold," and then
merely remarks on the odd fact that,

despite the "Russian gold," "the

members remained individually on

the verge of destitution . . . tuberculosis seemed to be endemic among
them, killing several of their leaderi
and crippling others." If facts do not
fit a theory, so much the worse for

the facts.
Second Fatal Flaw. Arising from
the first, everything that happens in
the Party must be interpreted as a

of the Soviet state and Soviet for- trick, a
eign policy, and that all its activities
must be interpreted in terms of Rus-

sian instructions. He has not realized that the international communist movement existed before the
Russian Revolution, and that the
British Communist Party is the direct $uccessor of the original socialist
movement in Britain, inheriting all
its characteristics, virtues and vices,
weaknesses and problems,

but enter-

ing into and learning from the
perience of the era of the world

exso-

cialist revolution. Communism is no
rnore the product of Moscow machinations than the class struggle is
the product of agitators. Where this
folly leads Mr. Pelling in misinterpreting facts to fit his preconceived
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maneuver,

the opposite of

what might appear. Does Pollitt regigq the secretaryship on grounds.of
health I Of course it is only "ostensibly" on grounds of heilth, but
really because he "felt it wise in the
political situation to retire" (p. ,Zr).
This kind of speculation is the ionventional small change of all political gossips and wiseacres. But
for a serious historian a simple attempt to check the medical records
would have ruled our this reperition

of idle chatter. What Mr. Pelling
could not know is that, when thi
doctors' peremptory orders came, the
problem was in fact discussed that rc-

tirement at this moment would in-

evitably be interpreted by critics as a

political decision; and thar Pollitt
himself cut rhe Gordian knot by
declaring that postponement would
examples.
Mr. Pelling is probably too young make no difference, since, whenever
to know from experience that those it came, it would automatically be
of us who fought in the old socialist interpreted in the same way in terms
movement before the Russian Revo' of the current political situation.
lution were accused of being "Ger- Therefore, in the best Marxist tradogma we have shown in

concrete

dition, "lascia dir le genti'-let

the

Government's prosecution
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of

the

Crankshaws and the Pellings pratde. twelve Communist leaders in :.925,
Third Fatal Flau. The third cause and their sentencing to prison, which
of falsification is the dependence on was in fact the pr.paration for breakthe most dubious and suspect sources ing the Generai Sirike, was "on the

files, Tory Blue Books on whole, a mistaker" not because the
-police
Communism, informers; or the self- author expresses any objection to
inflating legends-and malice of minor
deserters. On this kind of foundation a marvelous "Flistorical Profile"
of Chartism could be _wrirten. Aoy
historian has necessarily to take into

sending Communist ieaders to prison, bur because "it provided tirem
with a golden opportunity for the
advertisement of fieir viewi" (p. ,:).
The "abnormally high proportion-of
account all types of- sources, but he Communists arrested" during the
has also _to be capable of _weighing General Strike was "principally betlrem. The type of renegade who in cause the Communisti enjoyed the
the United States or Britain rushes martyrdom of arrest and imprisonto pour out "confessio.ns" or highly ment" (p.:6). The Tory Blue Book
paid "sensational revelations" in the against Communism "provided usemore vulgar organs of the million- ful information for the leaders of the
aire press, is usually the lowest of the Labor Party and the trade unions,,
low; and the historian who trusts. to (q. S:); and in 19z6 "a Labor Party
such sources for his information circular was published quoting
from
damns himself.
the Government Blue - Book," i.e.,
Fourth Fatal Flaw. The fourth oh from the Tory Government's official
staclc which rules out- any attempt propaganda to make the case against
at a serious history of the militant Communism (p.2il. Black Circular
working class movement is the bland methods to deprive trade unionists
police oudook which regards any of their democritic rights in order to
revolutionary working class agitation prevent Communist maiorities are deand organization as a conspiracy to scribed with obvious approval. Thus
be put down by all means, and for example the disruption of thc
against which.all means, such_ as po- historic London TradeJ Council by
lice action or,bans and proscriptions, the General Council is iustified on
are legitim-ate. The. repeated police the basis of a distorted picture preattacks and-prosecutions a-re r9l_at9d, senting-it-as-losing m.mbert duiing
not even with the norml!. mili dc- the period of Communist active parl
liberal, blt licipation in the leadership ("'-had
precation of a
-moderate
with unconcealed sympathy for the fallen so fully under Partv control
problems and difficulties of the po- that non-Communist unioni had bclice in- suppressing the evil thing. gun- to disaffiliate from ir," p. r58).
Thus the near-est approach to criti- In fact the membership rose duiing
cism is the judgment that the Tory this period from 6oo,ooo in 1945 to
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ry52 when the T.U.C.
deregistered the historic London
Trades Council (far older than the
T.U.C.); not a single trade union disaffiliation took plpe until after the
T.U.C. intervened, and then only
under pressure from the head officesl
and the subsequent decline in membership followed the T.U.C. intervention and disruption. Similarly the extension of C,ommunism among students and in the universities during
the 'thirties is explained by the fact
that at that time "the Llniversity Labor Federation did not discriminate
against Communists," i.r., failed to
operate the necessary Black Circular methods (p. ,oS).
Fifth Fatal Flaw. The frfth and
most serious weakness of Mr. Pelling's book is the separation of the
history of the Communist Party from
the history of the British Labor
Movement. The two are inseparable. The whole life and activity of
the Communist Party is related to
the struggle of the working class
against capitalism, both in the industrial and the political fields; the fight
for militant policies against reactionary policies in the labor movement; for democracy against fascism; for national liberation against
colonialism; for peace against war;
for socialism against the repudiation
of socialism. To empty out in this
way the content is to destroy the
meaning: to present, in place of history, "a tale, told by an idiot, full
of sound and fury, signifying nothing." It is as if a cinematograph film
85orooo
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were to be made of a wrestling match

and then all the representation of
one opponent blanked out from the
film, so that by this means all the
violent exertions, writhings and con-

tortions

o[ the

single figure

in

a

vacuum could be presented as something highly absurd and purposeless.
Of course Mr. Pelling, given his

aim of proving a preconceived doctrine and prejudice, in place of following the path of history, could not
do otherwise. For if he had given
the true record of the policies of
capitalism, of Toryism and of the
Right wing Labor leadership at each
stage during this period, and in this
contcxt set out alongside the policies of the Communist Party, it is inevitab'le that such a contrast would
produce an inescapable conclusion in
the reader's mind, however hostile
the narrator, and demonstrate the
repeated historical vindication, in the

light of events, of the policies for
which the Communisr Partv has
fought during these forty yeais.

A CONCLUDING WORD
These basic faws, quite apart
from any mistakes or inaccuraiies
of detail, disqualify Mr. Pelling
from any claim to have written i
"Historical Profile" of the Commuqist Party. A serious history, or a
first attempt at a serious history, is
in course of preparation on behalf
of the Communist Party. But a serious history will require more careful
research and iudgment of sources,
more resp€ct for facts, and above all

more political understanding of the
elementary realities of classes and the
class struggle, as well as a little more
sympathy and closeness to the spirit
of militant workers and militani socialists than Mr. Pelling possesses.
For there is one thing which is
most conspicuously missing in the
narrative of Mr. Pelling, but which
it would be vain to look for in him.

That is an understanding of the hon.
or of a Communist. When we consider the stature of a Tom Mann, a
Gallacher or a Pollitt, and their
record in the working-class movement, and compare it with the role
of a MacDonald, a J. H. Thomas or
a Gaitskell, we see not only the confrontation of two class outlooks, but
of two conceptions of life. It is precisely because Communism represents that political force in Britain
which can never be won over or
turned aside by the ruling class,
which can never be bought, intimidated, silenced or broken, that all
the hatred of the ruling class, and
all the arsenal of denunciation of
the servants of capitalism, is most
unceasingly and unswervingly directed against the Communist Party.
In his final conclusion Mr. Pelling
confesses himself bafled by "the problem of how came to pass that a

it

band of British citizens could sacrifice themselves so completely over a
period of almost forty years to the
service of a dictatorship in another

country" (p.

,qt). Not the service
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service could never win the limitless
loyalty, devotion, enthusiasm, and
sacrifice which no other party or pc.
litical organization in Britain 6as
been able to show over these forty
years. This limitless loyalry, devo.
tior5 enthusiasm and sacrifice is inspired, and can only be inspired, in
Britain, as in all the countries of ttre
world, in the service of the highest
cause of all, the cause of human
emancipation, of the world victory
of communism.
The Twenty-Sixth Congress of
the Communist Party at Easter has

demonstrated

Party

that the

Communist

in this country, through the

outcome of these forty years, despite
all mistakes and weaknlr..r, d.rpit.
all limitations, has established itielf
as a serious and organized political
force. It has established itsilf as a
party united in political oudook and

understanding, and strongly

in the industrial working

in

based

ciass and

every phase of the daily mass
struggle. It has established itself
T th_e only party with a program
for the fulfillment of socialism in
the conditions of Britain and with a
policy to tackle the problems of Brit-

ain in extreme imperialist decline.
It is for all these reasons that to
those with understanding ot the
deeper political forces of -our time
the Communist Party can already bc

confidently declared,' visibly and' demonstrably by all these signs and

tests, and through

the furiher

ad-

of a foreign dictatorship, Mr. Pell- vance which can now be achieved,
irg. In this to him insoluble prob- the party of the future in Britain,
lem his bankruptcy is revealed. Such as in the rest of the world.

A NEW MDWIFE IN THE NEW

A ilew

ltrlidwife

in the ]r!ew China

By Chin Yueh-ying

ernment was training women in
new, up-to-date methods of delivering children. So next time I went
to a meeting at the county seat I
Chuang nationality. Oppression, said that to fulfill my responsibilities
poverty and ignorance were the lot towards women I would like to learn
of all out people in days gone bY myself.
The county government immeand bitterest of all were the sufferings of women. The village gained diately arranged for me to take a
its liberation in rg49 and after we course at its health center. Back
had carried out the land reform, I, again in the village, besides workan illiterate peasant woman, was ing in our mutual-aid farming team,
elected to the township government I announced that I was now a qualias "women's representative" with fied midwife, ready to go wherever
special responsibility to look after I was needed.
feminine problems. Later on, in
1952, my work was extended to the
SCIENCE VS. SUPERSTIfiON
whole county.
It was one evening in the spring
Five days afterwards I was called
of that year that someone came to
tell me that a neighbor was giving out to a case. When I got home
birth to a child and was in desperate after seeing the new baby into the
agony. I ran to her home to try world, my mother-in-law refused to
and help. But after saying a few let me enter until she had lit a fire
words to me, she died. The village across my path to "burn away the
elders thought this was nothing un- evil." She clung to the old superusual, that certain women were stitious beliefs of our people, and
fated to die in childbirth. Once would not allow me to go near the
there had been five such deaths in stove, saying that my hands were
a single year in our village, and the "unclean." "There are so many
newborn infants perished with their things you could do," she reproached
me. "Why must you choose thisl"
mothers.
There were old-fashioned midBut I kept saying to myself,
"Perhaps my neighbor need not wives in our villages, but they kept
have died if I had known what to apart from the people, surrounded
do for her." I heard that our gov- themselves with mystery, and
Oun vrr-r-ecr urs tucked away in the
mountains of the Kwangsi Chuang
Autonomous Region in Southwest
China. Most of us belong to the

6o

charged big fees. I worked in the
6elds iust as before, and took only
the small payment fixed by the government, or eyen less. At first, most

of the neighbo,rs still had doubtg
and called in the old practitioners

when their time came.

One night in May r95z I heard
that Wei Yi-ying, in Red Temple
Village, was having a long and difficult labor. Hurrying to her home,
I found everything decked out according to the "magic" ritual of the
Chuang people. Red paper fowers
were pasted on the door. Beside
the entrance lay a cock, some money,
three rice-shoots and three bowls of
water. Wei Yi-ying was sitting bolt

upright in a chair, the traditional
midwife standing behind her. When
her pains came, the old woman took
a mouthful of water, stamped her
foot and blew the water all over the
terrified girl. She was making matters worse, and scaring the family
too.

"If this girl dies," I said to the
old woman forcefully, "you'Il have
to answer for it." That scared her,

and she left. I made the patient lie
down, gave her a drink, and told
her not to worry. At dawn the baby
was born.

A vear later the same midwife's
own 'daughter-in-law was brought
to bed with her first baby. It was
a complicated birth and the old
womarr was helpless. The girl's
husband came running to me and I
was able to save the mother's life.
This incident impressed the othcr

CHINA

6T

villagers. They began to see that
scientific methods were best.
GAIMNG COUR,AGE

Working in the fields, eating or
sleeping I could never tell when
I'd be called out. My mother-inlaw continued to call me a foot. I
did not mind. I was happy.
But there was one occasion when
I did get downcast. That was t}e
day old Mrs. Li came all the way
from another village to shout insults at me. It happened that her
daughter, recently confined, had
had a very difrcult time and I'd
been obliged to take her to the hospital in the city for surgical help.
Once the baby was born and her
daughter back home, Mrs. Li came
to my house cursing and shouting
that the operation had been unnecessary and I'd caused her to waste a
lot of money. Nothing I said would
pacify her.
When she had gone at last, I sat
down and muttered to myself angrily: "Tomorrow morning I'll pack
up my instruments and take them
back to the county health center.
Why should I work so hard iust to
be cursed for it!" Then I started
to think more calmly. Who was it
that had fown at me ? She was the
wife of a local despot who had killed
many of our people in the past and
been punished for his crimes after
the liberation. Why did she hate
me? Because I was a poor pei$mt
who had risen up from my knees

6z
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when such oppressors were put down.
Why be troubled by such a person's
spite-her feelings were not those of
the people at all!
I thought of how it had been with

us Chuangs before liberation-how
bandits used to come down from the
mountains and kill people in broad

daylight. I remembered the hard
time I'd had after the death of my
husband, trying to keep my son,
daughter and mother-in.law from
going hungry. I recalled how once
I beat my son-who was only
twelve then-for refusing to drive

derstand women's special problems
and men don't."
"You're always trying to get something special for womenr" he retorted. "In the old days they used
to work right up till the day their
children were born and start again
direcdy afterwards."

"That was before liberationr" I

said. "And what were you yourself
thenl You were a hawker, trying
to make a living selling brooms.
Now you're the deputy head of a
cooperative. I haven't heard you
suggest that you should go back to
the plough because he couldn't bear the old days?"
When next we went to the townto see his mother pulling it like a
draught animal; and how we had ship government, everyone criticized
Liao's attitude. "You're a good man,
both wept together. . . .
And now here I was, elected by working day in and day out to help
my neighbors as a people's dele- the people grow more food," they
gate to the county government, hon- said, "and that's praiseworthy. But
ored year after year with the tide why don't you let Chin Yueh-ying
of "model worker." I said to my- serve the womenl You ought to be
self, "I'11 carry on with this iob helping not hindering."
Last summer all the farm cooperaeven if the sky falls down!"
tives in our county were getting
organized in one big people's comCONCERN FOR WOMEN
mune. Yang Chen-chiaq a member
In ry55 our mutual-aid team of the Communist Party committee
joined with several others to form for our township, spoke to me about
a farmers' cooperative and I setting up a maternity home. "The
was elected its head. Liao Yi-lin, commune must do its very best for
one of the other leading members, the womenr" he said.
tried her best to persuade me to
After talking things over, we sent
give up my midwifery and devote a letter to the health department of
full time to the co-op.
the county government asking its
"I can manage both jobsr" I as- advice and suggesting that the masured him. "One of the reasons why ternity home should be attached to
the Party wants women as well as the government clinic in our townmen in leading posts is that we un- rhip. The proposal was quickly ap

proved. The principal medical worker at the clinic, Tan I-shih, thought
we were flying too high.
"It isn't as simple as you thinkr"
he said. "You need at least a middleschool graduate to take charge of
the work. Chin Yueh-yingl She's
never gone to school in her life!
If you can get this place going without help, you can chop off my
head!"

ect and the small factories the commune had started up. Where to get
the labor?
The problem was left to me, since

was

to remain behind in

of welfare-which

that the service in

charge

included seeing
the new public

dining-rooms and nurseries was the
best possible.
Having been a widow for so many

years,

thermos bottles and towels. I felt
as excited as if I were furnishing
the bridal chamber for my son's
wedding.

But we still had no beds.

Each

of the z4 villages in our township

has its women's repre$entatives, and

I

put the problem before them

at

a joint meeting. They agreed to go
back and talk it over with the neigh-

in their own villages.
And what happenedl The very
next day, people started streaming
in from the difierent villages bringing gifts for the maternity home.
We got all the timber we needed,
and all the bedlinen. Every place
contributed money to buy equip
ment and the material for babyclothes. When Tan-I-shih saw it he
exclaimed: "I never thought of mobilizing the people!" A woman who
had just brought in some bed-planks
put them down and said to him
proudly: "You don't know the peobors

There was an old, tumbledown
house at the back of the clinic and
we decided that it would make a
very suitable maternity home-if
repaired. But this was just the period when eYeryone was rushing off
with tremendous enthusiasm to volunteer for our newly-opened coal
mine, a big water-conservancy proj-

I
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I'd had to learn to do

all

sorts of "men's" jobs. My knorvledge came in handy now, and I
soon began to get the house in shape.
The village carpenter made window
frames, and helped me fix up the
labor ward. I had earned a lot of
money in the cooperative the previous year, so I took some of it out
of the bank and bought mosquito

nets, pillows, mats,

wash-basins,

ple!"

THE NEW SERVICE
After twenty days' preparation our
maternity home opened, bright and
speckless, with twelve beds. Four
young women, all of them trained
in midwifery, joined the staff. The

five of us live on the premises so
that we can be available at all times,
but we work in the frelds when
things are quiet.
At regular intervals

I go round
teams in the
township and register the names of
all the production
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expe{tant mothers. We list them
on the blackboard in our office, and
fix the dates for each woman to
come in for her prenatal examination. When a woman's time comes,
if there is no one to take care of

her other children we bring the
younger ones to the hospital and
look after them there so that

the

liberation and none. had lived. "I
oflered up z4 pigs' heads, and countless chickens and eggs in the temple,
praying for a baby in the past," she
told me. "If the Communist Party
had liberated us tv/o years earlier I'd

Tan Sulan, from Laya village,
came to us three days before her

child was born, bringing her two
little girls, one six and the other
be worried.
There hasn't been a single case of three. Sulan had borne six boys
puerperal fever or tetanus of the in the past, but all died in infancy,

and care we can give today.
Chin Chin-mei was 43 years old
when I delivered her son. She had
given birth to twelve children before

Readers

aill

so she believed she was fated never
to have a son. This time it was a
fine healthy boy. She still brings

the baby to visit me from time to
time.

"Look how well he is coming onr"
she says to me. "When he grows up
he'll be a son to you because you
brought him into the world."

"When he grows up, he'll be
of the people," I tell her.

son

in a ncu pamphlet, fames T. Rapier, Negro
Alabama, by Eugenc Feldman. It tells the aital story of

be interested

C.ongressman from

a Negro labor organizer, editor, and Rcconstruction
liaed lrom $39 to r884-an erciting and important
able,

lor

z5c,

Congressman, who

PAMPHLETS
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have three sons nowl."

mother can get a good rest and not

newborn in the township since our
'maternity home was started and it
has been presented with a red banner for this. Still more rewarding
is the joy we are able to bring to
'mothers who lost their babies in
the past for lack of the knowledge
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